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De reisjournalen van Ferenc Witti 

Abstract 
On October 30th 1882, an article appeared in the New York Times about the death of an 
Austrian explorer on North Borneo who had been an officer of the British North Borneo 
Company. Later, however, it turned out that this person had been a Hungarian explorer 
who, after having studied at the Naval Academy of Vienna, joined the Company as an 
explorer. The present article is a short biography of Ferenc Witti and thus an 
introduction to the (according to our knowledge) first publication of the two journals that 
he kept during his first two expeditions on the island before meeting his death during the 
third one. Ferenc Witti was remembered by his superiors at the society as a devoted and 
fine explorer who had a keen eye for botanical, geographical and ethnographical 
peculiarities, which he described in his journals in a rather detailed way. His devotion 
led however also to his death. He had been warned by more people not to venture further 
inlands with a small party but he was convinced that his findings would be very useful 
for the Company so he carried on with his expedition. Today, a mountain range on 
Borneo bears his name and there is also a memorial Sandakan, which has been erected as 
a memento for those who lost their lives in the service of the British North Borneo 
Company. The name of Ferenc Witti is on the top of this memorial. 
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Inleiding 
Op 30 oktober 1882 verscheen in de New York Times een artikel dat over 
het akelige lot van een Oostenrijkse ontdekker in Noord-Borneo berichtte. 
Hij zou in opdracht van de British North Borneo Company een ont-
dekkingsreis gemaakt hebben toen hij door koppensnellers werd ver-
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moord. Dit was Ferenc Witti, volgens het artikel een voormalige officier 
in het Oostenrijkse leger.1  
 Deze informatie is echter niet helemaal correct. Witti was namelijk 
Hongaars en hij was geen officier in het Oostenrijkse leger, maar wel 
officier in de Oostenrijks-Hongaarse marine.2 In deze korte inleiding van 
de vertaling van zijn reisjournalen3 wordt kort samengevat wat er over 
zijn leven op het internet en in andere bronnen te vinden is. Deze 
informatie komt hoofdzakelijk uit een boek dat over het leven van een van 

 Frank Hatton, is geschreven. Er bestaat ook een handschrift 

verwijst hij meestal naar het werk van Hatton en naar de informatie die in 
1882 over de dood van Witti verscheen in de Hongaarse pers. 
 In de reisjournalen zelf schrijft Witti best weinig over zichzelf. De 
enige plek waar hij iets van zijn Hongaarse afkomst laat blijken is wat hij 

as if we were in a Hungarian plain at winter-time, trying to keep the 
4 Behalve deze zin wordt in de journalen niets over zijn eigen 

achtergrond geschreven. 
 Wat er wel in de journalen te lezen valt, is dat Ferenc Witti een be-
trouwbare en goede officier van de Company was. Hij schrijft in zijn dag-
boek uitgebreid over de geologische en botanische eigenschappen van het 
hele gebied, hij bericht over de belangrijkste kenmerken, gebruiken en on-
derlinge betrekkingen van de verschillende inheemse stammen, hij vat 
kort samen wat de Company op dit gebied vinden kan en hoe zij het land 
het best zouden kunnen gebruiken.  
 Uit zijn eigen werk kunnen we dus niet veel informatie halen over het 
leven van Ferenc Witti. Er bestaat wel een secundaire bron, namelijk het 
boek North Borneo. Explorations and Adventures on the Equator5 dat iets 
van de laatste periode van het leven van de Hongaar vertelt. Dit boek 
werd uitgegeven door Joseph Hatton, de vader van Frank Hatton, een 
jonge Britse reiziger die in 1882 korte tijd op Noord-Borneo samenwerkte 
met Witti en die later over zijn moord zou berichten.6 Niet veel later 
kwam echter ook Frank Hatton op Noord-Borneo door een jachtongeluk 
om het leven. Hij schoot zich per ongeluk met zijn eigen geweer dood.7 
Joseph Hatton bedoelde het boek als memento voor zijn zoon.8 Wat dit 
boek bijzonder interessant maakt, is dat er ook brieven van de jonge 
Hatton in werden gepubliceerd waarin hij schreef over de ontmoeting met 
Witti en over diens dood.  
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 De andere belangrijke bron die kan worden gebruikt om iets over het 
leven van Ferenc Witti te weten te komen is een artikel van de Hongaarse 

9 Hoewel hij in zijn artikel vaak naar het werk van 
Hatton verwijst, is er in deze tekst ook enige informatie te vinden waar 
Hatton niets over schrijft. Deze informatie komt vooral uit de lezersbrief 
van Hongaarse geograaf Lajos Kropf. Deze brief is samen met een artikel 
over de moord op Witti op 17 oktober 1882 (twee weken voor het artikel 
in de New York Times dus) in de Hongaarse krant  (Eendracht) 
verschenen. 
en in dit handschrift worden er geen bronvermeldingen gebruikt. Aange-
zien de informatie in dit artikel echter overeenkomt met wat er in het boek 
van Hatton en in het net genoemde krantenartikel staat, kan dit ook als 
een betrouwbare bron worden beschouwd. Behalve deze werken worden 
Witti en Hatton nog vermeld in een bundel van de Proceedings of the 
Royal Geographical Society and Monthly Record of Geography10 en in 
een boek geschreven door de eerste gouverneur van Brits Noord-Borneo, 
W.H. Treacher.11 
enige informatie te vinden over Ferenc Witti. Dit zijn bijvoorbeeld het 
Bio  en het Pallas Nagy 
Lexikona (Groot Lexicon van Pallas). Volgens onze informatie is het 
tweede deel van zijn journaal al uitgegeven onder de titel Mr. F.X. Witti's 
Last Journey and Death12 maar dit is waarschijnlijk de eerste keer dat 
beide journalen samen worden gepubliceerd.  

1 Witti voor Borneo  
Over de jonge jaren van Witti wordt bij Hatton niets geschreven. De in-
formatie die in de andere bronnen gevonden kan worden, is helaas ook 

ergens in Zuidwest-Hongarije, in een klein dorp vlakbij Nagykanizsa was 
geboren.13 Dit komt echter niet overeen met de informatie in het Grote 
Lexicon van Pallas, namelijk dat Witti in Pest (oostelijk deel van het 
huidige Boedapest) zou zijn geboren.14  
 In het artikel van de New York Times wordt naar Witti als Oostenrijker 
verwezen. Volgens het artikel in is dit ook het geval in de 
Daily Telegraph.15 Kropf reageert in zijn brief enigszins 
deze veronderstelling en beklemtoont in zijn brief dat Witti van echte 
Hongaarse afkomst was. Hij schrijft:  
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 Dat het slachtoffer Oostenrijks zou zijn geweest, klopt ook niet, be-
halve als u thuis ook de -
legenheid zijn Hongaarse achtergrond en zijn afwijzing tegenover Oosten-
rijkers beklemtoont.16  
 Wat wel hetzelfde is in de verschillende bronnen, is dat Witti vanaf 
1864 aan de Marine Academie in Wenen studeerde. Vanaf 1878 is hij 
officier bij de Marine.17 Hij reist eerst in opdracht van de Kaiserliche und 

nigliche Kriegsmarine naar Zuidoost- -
zoekt hij ook Borneo. Na deze reis gaat hij naar Londen om een baan te 
vinden bij de British North Borneo Company.18  
 Lajos Kropf schrijft in zijn brief dat Witti heel veel tijd en energie 
besteedde aan de voorbereiding op zijn grote avontuur. Hij zou dagenlang 
in het British Museum zitten te lezen over Borneo en hij zou binnen vier 
maanden zelfs vijf Maleisische talen onder de knie krijgen. Zijn enthou-
siasme is volgens Kropf zo opvallend dat hij wordt gevraagd door Stanley 
om mee te gaan met hem naar zijn volgende expeditie naar het Kongo-
gebied. Hij had zelfs commandant van de eerste handelspost langs de 
Kongo kunnen zijn. Uiteindelijk wijst hij echter dit verzoek af want hij 
wordt gevraagd om leider van een expeditie naar Borneo te worden.19  
 Over dit aanbod wordt in het boek van Hatton echter niets geschreven. 

 aanbod van Stanley wel maar schrijft alleen dat Witti 
toch naar Borneo wilde.20 Wat wel hetzelfde is in beide teksten, is dat de 
directeur van de Company dacht dat hij een andere baan had gevonden 
toen hij hoorde dat Witti niet meer in Londen was. Hatton schrijft dat 
Witti waarschijnlijk bang is dat hij vanwege zijn nationaliteit niet in aan-
merking zou komen bij de Company en dat dit de reden is waarom hij 

21 
 Kropf was volgens zijn brief goed bevriend met Witti. Voor zijn ver-
trek naar Borneo neemt Witti persoonlijk afscheid van hem en bij deze 
ge
hele wereld het nieuws hoort dat de eigenlijke ontdekking van Borneo te 
danken is aan 22  

2 Werk op Borneo 

voorjaar van 1879 uit Londen naar Borneo als stuurman van een schip.23 
Als hij er aankomt, meldt hij zich bij de resident van de Company die 
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hem meteen in dienst neemt. Zijn eerste taak is enig geografisch onder-
zoek van het gebied dat hij perfect uitvoert. Daarna wordt hij aangesteld 
als echte officier van de Company.24 
 Hij maakt in opdracht van de Company meerdere expedities naar het 
binnenland van Noord-Borneo.25 Hij maakt uitgebreide en gedetailleerde 
verslagen van deze expedities. Twee van deze verslagen worden in dit 
nummer van Acta Nederlandica gepubliceerd. De resultaten van zijn 
expedities verschenen ook in verschillende Duits- en Engelstalige tijd-
schriften, zoals in Petermanns Geografische Mitteilungen.26  

3 De laatste expeditie  
De meest betrouwbare, meest gedetailleerde en daardoor meest authen-
tieke bron over de laatste expeditie van Witti is het boek uitgegeven door 
Joseph Hatton. Het hele verhaal wordt nauwkeurig beschreven in een 

27 De 
meest gedetailleerde beschrijving staat in zijn brief aan zijn moeder. Hij 
wil haar vooraf geruststellen voor het geval dat zij berichten over de dood 
van Witti zou horen en zou denken dat Frank samen met Witti door 
toedoen van kannibalen de dood vond.  
 Het was Joseph Hatton, de vader van Frank, die de Britse en Ameri-
kaanse pers informeerde over de dood van Witti.28 De tekst in het boek is 
bijna letterlijk hetzelfde als wat er in de New York Times verscheen. Hij 
kent Witti goed. Hij schrijft zelfs dat hij vriendelijk was tegen hem, wat 
waarschijnlijk niet altijd het geval was met Witti. Joseph Hatton vermeldt 

zijn zoon, wat later niet het geval bleek te zijn.29 Iets later schrijft hij dat 
Witti niet veel vrienden had maar dat de vrienden die hij had, heel goede 
vrienden van hem waren.30 Ook zijn zoon Frank schrijft in een van zijn 

or with anybody, but I shall jud 31 
 Het doel van de laatste expeditie van Witti is het onderzoek en be-
schrijving van het gebied tussen Kimanis en de rivier Sibuco. Op deze 
expeditie krijgt hij het bericht van de resident van Sandakan, (Mr. Pryer, 
die soms ook in zijn reisjournalen wordt vermeld) dat hij niet naar dit 
gebied zou moeten gaan en dat hij zou moeten terugkeren naar Kimanis. 
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Hij wijst dit bevel beleefd af en gaat door met de expeditie. In zijn ant-
woord aan de resident wijst hij op het belang van zijn werk en hij drukt 
zijn hoop uit dat in het licht van zijn toekomstige succes de resident geen 
bezwaar heeft tegen zijn ongehoorzaamheid. Hatton citeert de antwoord-
brief van Witti waarin hij schrijft dat hij weet dat de inheemse stammen af 
en toe mensen overvallen langs de rivier Kinabatangan maar ook dat hij er 
zeker van is dat hij en zijn groep veilig terug zouden keren van de expe-
ditie, omdat sommige van zijn mensen al in dit gebied zijn geweest.32  
 Witti heeft de rivier bereikt en is al op weg terug naar Kimanis als hij 
en zijn mensen worden overvallen door een groep inheemse mensen. Ook 
Hatton weet niet precies of deze overvallers Dajaks, Muruts of Ting-
galums waren maar hij vermoedt het laatste. De groep van Witti is dan al 
iets zwakker want hij stuurt net voor de overval negen van zijn mensen 
naar voren met een boot terwijl hij achterblijft met de rest van zijn groep 
om nog enkele notities te maken in zijn dagboek. Het geweer van Witti is 
bij een van zijn mensen als ze worden overvallen door kannibalen. Hij 
heeft alleen een pistool bij zich. Hij zou twee van de overvallers nog 
neergeschoten hebben met zijn pistool terwijl hij geraakt was door een 
vergiftigde pijl en werd neergestoken met een speer. Dit vertelden drie 
mensen uit de groep van Witti die konden wegvluchten. Ze vertelden ook 
dat Witti werd onthoofd en zijn lijk in de rivier gegooid werd.33 

internet heb ik geen rivier met deze naam kunnen vinden. 
 Witti heeft ook over zijn laatste expeditie een journaal geschreven. Het 
origineel hiervan is kwijtgeraakt maar een kopie daarvan is later door de 
Nederlanders naar de Britten gestuurd. Witti zou in dit journaal uitge-
breider hebben geschreven dan in de eerste twee. Hij zou in een goede 
stemming hebben geschreven maar het is ook voor hem duidelijk geweest 
dat hij op dat moment in een heel gevaarlijk gebied is. Hij is gewaar-
schuwd door de leider van een vriendelijke stam dat hij niet verder naar 
het zuiden zou moeten gaan omdat de inwoners van dat gebied heel wild 
zouden zijn. Maar net zoals het advies van Mr. Pryer heeft hij ook deze 
waarschuwing niet in acht genomen.34  
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Monument voor de gevallen officieren van de British North Borneo Company in Sandakan, op 

Noord-Borneo. Als  
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Afbeelding van een Dajak, in zijn hand een net afgehakt hoofd. 

Ferenc Witti, voormalig officier in de Oostenrijks-Hongaarse Marine 
overlijdt in 1882 op 32-jarige leeftijd op Noord-Borneo in dienst van de 
British North Borneo Company. Hij was een goede en belangrijke officier 
van de Company die ook op zijn laatste expeditie het belang van de 
Company vooropstelde. William Hood Treacher, de eerste gouverneur 
van Brits Noord-Borneo, beklemtoonde zowel op een zitting van de Royal 
Geographical Society35 als in zijn eigen boek dat luitenant Witti een van 
de eerste en meest toegewijde officieren van de Company was.36 Het be-
langrijkste resultaat van zijn expedities was dat hij ontdekte dat het meer 
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Kinabalu, dat al eeuwenlang op verschillende kaarten van Borneo aan-
wezig was, niet eens bestond.37 Hij schrijft in zijn eerste journaal op 23 
november dat hij het mysterie van het meer onthuld verklaart.38  
 Zijn werk is niet ongewaardeerd gebleven. Zijn naam staat bovenaan 
op een monument in Sandakan (Afbeelding 1) dat de officieren (ook 
Frank Hatton) herdenkt die in dienst van de Company om het leven 
kwamen. Bovendien is er zelfs een bergketen op Noord-Borneo die Ban-
jaran Witti of Witti Range heet.  

Noten 
 
1  (http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=FB0611FA3F5910738DDDA9 

0B94D8415B8284F0D3). (laatst geraadpleegd op 2 februari 2014). 
2   
3  De vertaling is gemaakt op basis van de microfilm van het dagboek van X.F. Witti. 

Witti: Diary during Excursion Across North Borneo. Microfilm R06746. Met dank 
aan en de toestemming van Microform Academic Publishers, Wakefield.  

4  We hebben een groot vuur gestookt net alsof we op de Hongaarse Laagvlakte waren 
in de (Vertaald 

Diary of F. Witti, Esq., During an Excursion Across North 
Borneo from Marudu Bay to Sandakan, 3. 

5  Hatton, North Borneo. Explorations and adventures on the Equator. 
6  Ibidem, 2. 
7  Ibidem, 112-116. 
8  Ibidem, 2. 
9   
10 (https://archive.org/stream/proceedingsroya74britgoog#page/n6/mode/2up). (laatst 

geraadpleegd op 18 augustus 2014). 
11  (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/27547/27547-h/27547-h.htm ). (laatst geraadpleegd 

op 18 augustus 2014). 
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13  -

 
14  (http://mek.oszk.hu/00000/00060/html/108/pc010822.html#5). (laatst geraadpleegd 

op 2 februari 2014). 
15   
16  Originele tekst: -

-nak, azt is, a ki minden alkalommal hangoztatta magyar -
 

17  -5.; Wurzbach, Biografisches Lexikon des Kaiser-
thums Oesterreich. 160. 
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19  Ibidem. 
20  4. 
21  Ibidem, 4-5; Hatton, North Borneo. Explorations and Adventures on the Equator. 85-

86. 
22  

 
23  4. 
24  Hatton, North Borneo. Explorations and Adventures on the Equator. 86. 
25  Ibidem. 
26  http://mek.oszk.hu/00000/00060/html/108/pc 

010822.html#5). ( -
kol  

27  Hatton, North Borneo. Explorations and Adventures on the Equator. 81-83. 
28  Ibidem, 84. 
29  Ibidem. 
30  Ibidem, 84-85. 
31  Ibidem, 72. 
32  Ibidem, 86-87. 
33  Ibidem, 87-90. 
34  (https://archive.org/stream/proceedingsroya74britgoog#page/n6/mode/2up). (laatst 

geraadpleegd op 18 augustus 2014). 
35  Ibidem. 
36  (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/27547/27547-h/27547-h.htm). (laatst geraadpleegd 

op 18 augustus 2014). 
37  Ibidem. 
38  Witti, Diary of F. Witti, Esq., During an Excursion in North Borneo from Marudu 

Bay to Papar by the Eastern Slopes of Mount Kinabalu. 10. 
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RESIDENCY, TAMPASUK. 
DIARY. 

Kept during an Excursion to the OIL-SHALE at the SEKUATI RIVER, and 
the subsequent journey Overland from MARUDU BAY to PAPAR. 

November 4th to December 5th, 1880 
 
 
November 4.  Left the Abai in the Residency s prahu, having ordered the 
rest of the men to leave three days later for Bongon, which place is to be 
our trysting spot prior to the journey up country. Datu Roumbangan is 
going to act as the Administrator s substitute at the Abai.  

November 6.  Went ashore at Agar Agar Point, and walked to the mouth 
of the Sekuati; that takes about an hour s time. Where on the Admiralty 
chart to the north of said po  there are in 

 exactly there is the common mouth of the 
Sekuati 
sandstone weathered to a yellow ochre colour. The piece of rocky shore 
interrupting the sandy beach at the Sekuati is much less conspicuous from 

 which in sunlight appears shining 

growing there are Nibong palms, There are, however, many casuarinas at 
Agar Agar Point. 

The Sekuati and the Kurina have one and the same mouth. The former 
is the larger of the two branches; both of them are fresh only after heavy 
rains; both uninhabited. On the Kurina lived formerly the Dusuns who are 
now at Luru. From the Sekuati the beach continues sandy up to Kuala 
Bangao; then follow Katiga Point, Kuala Luru, &c. The bar here is im-
practicable during the greatest part of the north-east monsoon, but a mod-
erate south-west does not make the ingress difficult: at high tide there is 
upwards of one fathom of water on the bar. 

We managed to take our prahu into the Kurina Creek. At the first turn 
from its entrance, say a cable s length from the mouth, and on the right-
hand side is the locality where mineral oil emanates from a small portion 
of the river bed. When the spot is in full sunlight it looks all over beauti-
fully iridescent, and we found it on our arrival. The flood tide had covered 
that part with one foot of water. We noticed the bubbles rising from about 
20 holes, forming as many natural escapes for the liquid petroleum, and 
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on putting sticks into these holes the bubbles rose more freely. To occupy 
us part of the time we had to wait for low tide, we dug a well only six 
yards outside aforesaid sticks, which appeared to mark a sort of orifice; 
we dug one fathom deep, but could not even catch the scent; the stiff clay 
seems to form a barrier towards that higher part of the shore. 

November 7.  Went to work early in the morning when the scene began 
to get dry. In the meantime we could notice that there was a three feet rise 
of tide, and that ebb-tide was then setting five knots an hour, which in-
volves a large quantity of the mineral oil being each time carried out to 
sea, and should promise that the deposit of petroleum has an inexhaustible 
supply from somewhere; whether the flow be intermittent or irregular I 
had no opportunity of observing. When the spot had become denuded, we 
worked holes where the stuff was oozing out, and soon had as many 
springs yielding oil and water; the clayey soil itself was then found highly 
bituminous for a surface extent of 80 square yards. To fill two jars with 
crude petroleum took merely the time required to raise it from our impro-
vised well; we also filled two kerosene cases with the matrix itself, which 
will give an idea of what a ton of earthy matter may yield. As we sank a 
couple of yards deep, the proportion of bitumen evidently increased. The 
rock near the well is ordinary clay containing some hydrated oxide of 
iron, I cannot say on what that formation may rest but in digging we now 
and then came on pieces of very massive lignite. Outside those 80 square 
yards no bitumen could be found, but we did not however carry our 
search far. The ebb-stream brought no indications of petroleum from up 
country, and people say this is the only outcrop known. The Illanuns for-
merly used the solidified petroleum to give the bottoms of their prahus a 
coating. 

The foregoing may be considered to indicate the existence of a re-
spectable well  perhaps worth while working; in that case a regular dock 
could be easily constructed with the means available on the spot  plenty 
of wood and stiff clay, so that the water would no longer interfere with 
the work. The river bed is here at high-water mark some 30 yards wide, 

any case, the locality can be utilized in making up fuel for a steam launch, 
which, I understand, is to ply on this coast before long. 

Left the Sekuati in the afternoon. The monsoon, having taken a fresh 
start, makes beating to the southward difficult. 
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November 8.  At sunset we sought shelter behind Tandulit Point, the next 
headland to the south of Tamboururan .) 

November 9.  Decided on walking to Layer-Layer, as it promised to 
continue blowing for several days. The prahu will take the petroleum and 
my report to the Abai. Reached Layer-Layer after three hours  walk along 
the sea-shore. Passed the rivulets of Anderasan (Datu Salembatan) and 
Kanyong (Sultan Salembak). 

Memo.   
Sultan Sekoyan, of Layer-Layer, received me in full dress, and was not 

easily persuaded to save his gunpowder. Various other chiefs came in; 
among Illanuns every adult is, if not a slave, at least a Datu. There we 
found the three buffaloes which I had ordered to be brought from the 
Abai. Sent these to Tandulit Point to fetch our goods. I am glad to notice 
here a sign of activity, half-a-dozen females weaving Sarong-cloth. 

November 10.  From Layer-
hours; main direction, E. S. E. Tigaman: 5 houses; 25 families; headmen 
Limbabat and Mandalan. 

Lost half-a-day, the buffaloes returning from Tandulit Point only at 
one o clock. Of the men, three have already broken down; one with a 
badly inflamed eye, one with sore legs and a third with ague. Left the sick 
parties in the prahu and walked to Tigaman, a Dusun village on the 
Marudu side. The path leads almost entirely along the rivulets Layer and 
Tigaman. Creased the waterparting at an altitude of 600 feet; the same is 
nearer the Marudu side. Second-growth forest and some old jungle; a little 
bamboo and an amount of wild plantains; nowhere an attempt at planting; 
no house between the two places either (not as between Kudat and Luru). 
Slatey rock and sandstone. 

suspicious: then the genial Dusun ways broke through, and we turned in 
as open friends. 

November 11.  To Tamemison; 5 miles in 11 hours; main direction, S. 
Karosong: 2 houses; 15 families. Dakoton: 4 houses; 20 families. 

The plain round Tigaman is well planted with rice and Indian corn. 
Distance to Tamemison five miles; quite a pleasant stroll. On the road the 
Dusun hamlets, Karosong and Dakoton. We found Datu Mamad and his 
village all right. He has started planting sugar-cane, and to-morrow 
morning is going to give us a lift in his prahu to Bongon. I accepted his 
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friendly offer, the country between this and Bongon having no particular 
interest. 

November 12.  Reached Bongon and found the old Sheriff full of atten-
tion. He showed me a mineral found in the country, which, in lamplight 
and at first sight looked like an antimony ore. Sheriff Shea himself took it 

 
Our proposal of travelling to the head of the Sogut Kiver by way of the 

Upper Tandek and Upper Bengkoka is met by the friendly advice to avoid 
that circuitous difficult route; or to use it only for the return voyage. I 
shall therefore go up the Bongon again. 

November 13.  After having partaken of a buffalo, which Sheriff Shea 
had killed for the occasion, we started on the same track we had trodden 
eight weeks ago. S. Shea gave us two of his man and two buffaloes, to be 
at our service as far as Mumus, and then return to Bongon. 

Before reaching Timbang Batu (at nightfall) a heavy rain overtook us, 
and soaked us most thoroughly. Never mind us but the stores. 

November 14.  We are bound to make a day s halt; a whole day, as 
Tankal takes a whole day s travel. In the meantime it goes on pouring, 
and the Bongon is growing wilder. 

November 15.  This morning Si Ong, the interpreter, fell out, sick with 
an asthmatic complaint. He was left behind in Timbang Batu; Sheriff 
Shae will take care of him on coming back to Bongon; at present Si Ong 
is in the good hands of friendly Dusuns. 
 An immediate consequence of our last trip on the Bongon, is that the 

, and that the fortnightly market there 
could be re-opened. The Sayap-Kinorom people also descend as far as 
that. We could notice how the forest  path had become a well-beaten 
track, whereas two months ago we had to cut our way for several miles.  
 The rainy season seems to be in full sway hereabout, but the people are 
only now sowing their padi; this not only in the hills, but also at Bongon 
on the sea-side. At Tigaman the stalks are two feet high, and at Tampasuk 
the grain is almost ripe for cutting. Dressing the fields so late would 
imply that the rainy season for the Bongon districts has barely 
commenced. The mountain-chain running from Kinabalu to Sampan-
mangio must have its influence on the condensation of atmospheric 
vapours;  I mean where the range is high.  
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 To-day, at noon, emerging on the Sonchum Reach, we saw two 
females in the midst of a swollen stream struggling against being swept 
away; up to their waists in the water, heavy loads on their backs, a single 
weak prop, and the younger Dusun girl clinging to the older one  and the 
roaring rapid but a few yards off. Thus we found them making an attempt 
to ford the river, but they were extricated in time. The remarkable thing 
was that the poor girls in their predicament did not scream at all, although 
their becoming upset entailed drowning.  
 Memo.  Correct in last Diary: Timbang to Tankal, about 16 miles in 8 
hours.  

November 16.  Went on to Merak-Perak, after having slept at Tankal in 
Siobud s house. Durahman, chief of the Kinorom Dusuns, volunteers to 
go with us as far as Moroli. These people had been already on the road to 

back; they will now come at a future date, and also our buffaloes, which 
will be left behind at Mumus.  
 We are at this moment enjoying the situation, sitting with the Dusuns 
round the Damar-light, snug and dry, whilst outside it pours tigercats.  

November 17.  Fording, in the course of to-day s travel, gave trouble, but 
also cause for much laughter. From here, at Mumus, the real work of our 
excursion begins. To-morrow we shall move S.S.E. instead of W.S.W. 
towards Kias, as last time. We could not now look after the copper at the 
latter place, the bed of the Kinorom being flooded almost to the highest 
mark, but these freshets are likely to bring further indications of that 
metal to light; I was shown copper pyrites as well, the former of a fine 
golden yellow and of a promising yield to the knife. The ensuing dry sea-
son will be the proper time for exploring this country as a mining region. I 
cannot help calling it so.  

November 18.  From Mumus to Moroli, main direction S.E. about 15 
miles in 6 hours, Moroli: 5 houses, 12 families; old man, Botokok. 
 Had to send policeman Ali back as unable to sustain fatigues of the 
sort in question; the man returns to Bongon, together with Sheriff Shea s 
men and buffaloes.  
 We came to Moroli by crossing the range which runs from the 
Tambuyukon towards E.N.E. and N.E. That range has four different 
ridges from 1,900 to 2,000 feet high, the southernmost of which forms the 
parting between the affluents to the Bongon and the Sugut. The declivities 
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are in places steep. The route leads through a dense forest and across three 
rivulets:  the Tanggal, the Kokobuan and the Lowoki. The beginning of 
the road lies along the Sarinchim, which torrent falls into the Kinorom 
just below Mumus. Only on approaching the village of Moroli we could 

 Kinabalu, as we use to say at Tam-
pasuk. The mountain itself was all but clouded. A chain, about 4,500 feet 
high, borders Kinabalu to the N.E., which chain, extending S.E. to N.W., 
appeals like an enormous breastwork to the mountain as a redoubt, the 
Kopuskan valley forming the ditch, and the Tambuyukon a formidable 
bastion. The whole looks from this side quite impregnable. To people 
coming past the north of Borneo, say off Marudu Bay, Kinabalu appears 
in the shape of an enormous wedge, that is to say, gently sloping away 
towards the N.E. or East. The ascent is in consequence supposed to be an 
easy one from that side; but the view is delusive through aforesaid ranges. 
Kinabalu from the N.E. and East is evidently impracticable; an ascent of 
Tambuyukon Peak will be best effected from the N.W. The sky-line to-
wards the east and south is formed by high ranges in which various peaks 
are conspicuous; three pinacles bearing due S.E. are said to be in the 
Tinagas country. Moroli itself is situated on the north-western face of 
what seems a circular basin 1,600 feet above the sea. The soil hereabout 
must be fertile, as Moroli supplies the Kinoroms with rice during the pre-
sent dearth; besides rice, all the usual produce is grown, amongst it much 
tobacco. 

The people differ in their clothing and ornaments from those we left in 
the morning. The men wear their head-dress in form of a nightcap, and tie 
it down to the lower jaw, which makes them appear as if they had tooth 
ache. Then the men war armlets, hip-circles, earrings, and that awkward 
spiral round the neck, like the girls up Kudat; their ordinary dress, how-
ever, consists in the fig-leaf waist-cloth and nothing else. I noticed fe-
males who wore a jacket without sleeves made of some fibre. Their com-
plexion is remarkably light; but that cannot make us sympathise with 
them, as they are rather a suspicious lot. I doubt if they will assist to-
morrow morning in carrying our luggage, as the Kinoroms did, as far as 
this place; being paid for it of course. We are next bound for Tolungan 

November 19.  Serapan: 2 houses, 12 families. From Moroli to Bundo, 
about nine miles in four hours; main direction, S.E. Bundo: 3 houses, 10 
families; old man. Lunkad.  
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Awaking at Moroli we found ourselves in a dense fog; a veritable fog. 
How that reminds us of the old country! We were able, however, to leave 
as the sun rose, and in doing so we had first to descend 750 feet, which 
only took 20 minutes, as ground and grass were so slippery. Having thus 
reached the bottom of the valley, we found ourselves at the side of the 
Kopuakan river, one of the two heads of the Sugut. The Kopuakan soon 
increases from 12 yards width to 30 yards and more, as it flows from near 
Moroli, first to the south and then to E.S.E.; the average depth may be 
three feet, and the gradient 1 in 150; its water is almost limpid, carrying 
but little sediment at the time. About a mile beneath the foot of the Moroli 
slope the Kopuakan receives on its left shore the Lowaki, a rivulet which 
we crossed yesterday when on the road to Moroli. At the junction stands a 
single house with a couple of families in it. Two miles further down the 
Pandilsion joins; and at other two miles distance we crossed a third afflu-
ent, the Selapan, at the hamlet of the same name, which is but a half-an-
hour s walk from Bundo, our present station. Our principal track was a 
zigzag in the Kopuakan both shores being covered by virgin forest. These 
shores are in places steep; the boulders in the river are serpentine, of a 
light greenish hue; and the gravels are derived from trap and from a 
metamorphic rock, with a marked greasy feel. The villages of Sesapan 
and Bundo form the Tolungan community, and, strange to say, these 
Dusuns profess to be one tribe with those of Timbang Batu and Tankal; 
their being now so distant from each other could certainly be explained by 
migration to fresh planting grounds, as alluded to in the diary of our last 
excursion. One connecting circumstance is certainly agreeable to us, 
namely, that these people welcomed us as kindly as their brethren down 
the Bongon did; we are again quite at home, and I may add, we are used 
to be so among Dusuns. There is nothing new about the Tolungan men, 
except that they tattoo themselves. The effect produced is quite the same 
as frequently seen on a stripped  I told our self-pricked friends 
here that while men do the same thing, for this and that reason  though I 
am not aware really of any reason at all; however, I thus learnt that 
tattooing here distinguishes the men who have slain a foe in an inter-tribal 
war. There are five such warriors in the three houses of Bundo. The 
ornament begins below the stomach and rises to the shoulders, like the 
skirt of a coat, then down the upper arms; here the two or three parallel 
broad stripes end, and the fore-arm on its inner side shows a number of 
narrow stripes. These latter are more numerous if the man-slayer be at the 
same time well to do. 
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Durahman of Merak-Perak returns to Kinorom from here. Two men on 
the sick list, but the rest arranged to-night a combined Dusun-Bajow 
entertainment, and danced furiously after having in the morning forded 
the Kopuakan eighteen times. These Dusuns have among their musical 
instruments one which might be called a bagpipe without a bag, that is to 
say the bag is replaced by the shell of a pumpkin sort of vegetable. 

The information I could collect about the topography of the Sugut river, 
is the following:  The Dusuns say it takes them as a rule seven days  
travel to reach the mouth of the Sugut, said to be a three-branched delta. 
At one day s distance from here (Bundo) lies the Tinagas country. Be-
tween that and Bundo the Mokodao and the Kopuakan join, forming a 
broad stream, which from thence bears the name Sugut. Both the Kopua-
kan and the Mokodao are entered by prahus, which can go up the Kopua-
kan nearly as far as Bundo. The Mokodao is said to be bigger than the 
Kopuakan, and to take its rise from Kinabalu itself, as the Kopuakan in its 
turn does from the high range girding that mountain to the north-east. 
From Tinagas follow down-stream the villages of Inopod, Likabao, Ino-
kaag and Luluidan. At this last place live Mahomedans who call them-
selves Tambunwas, of whom I could only learn that their chief is one Pan-
geran Saliudin. Below Luluidan are found again Dusuns in Talidusan and 
Pitas; then follow the Tidongs, Mahomedans who were driven out from 
their country to the south of Siboku by the Muruts (?); the Tidong 
villages, Datu Mamad of Tamemison told me, are half-a-day s travel from 
the mouth of the Sugut, 

The Sugut has down from the junction of the Kopuakan and Mokodao a 
number oftributaries which are mentioned by the natives in the following 
succession: Molitwao. Kaingaran, Manzalu, Kopugian, Tiagas, and Ko-
monzi. 

N.B. Near the Tidongs  place a lake is said to exist of large extent, and 
 The Paitan seems to be much inferior to the Sugut, 

and there is no truth in the report that they unite in their upper course. 
To-day it was a fortnight since we took the field at the Sekuati. 

November 20.  Mawad: 6 houses, 18 families; old man, Lampei. From 

houses, 32 families; old man, Borontei. 
Of our two sick men, one, policeman Alun, had to be left behind at 

Bundo; the poor fellow was down with fever, and will be taken back to 
Bongon by Dusuns from Timbang Batu, now living at Bundo. On the 
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road to Mituo we went over a hill, the soil of which is a ferruginous clay 
with a large proportion of yellow mica in it. On one spot there is a small 
spring of weak brine, which supplies the people with salt for many miles 
around; in fact, we found a number of Dusuns on the spot carrying off salt 
water in their bamboo receptacles. They mix the brine as it is with their 
dishes without resorting to evaporation. Another such salt spring is said to 
occur up the Seasapan river which we crossed yesterday. 

Moving then to the south, we came through the village of Mawad, 
1.000 feet above sea. Between that and our present halting-place, Mituo, 
Kinabalu was seen free from its load of clouds, just long enough for a 

much undulated  not one acre of level land; and the high range bordering 
the eastern slopes of Kinabalu appears still more distinct than from 
Moroli. Between Mituo and the mountain the villages of Nolumad and 
Tampulong are said to exist: old jungle, deserted fields overrun with long 
grass, and the padi grounds in use. Rice is grown intermixed with Indian 
corn, and the caladium with sweet potatoes. The later wholesome and 
abundant vegetable forms a main part of our diet now that we live on 
what we can barter from village to village, an experiment we have tried 
since leaving Mumos, and are none the worse for it being so well stocked 
with trade goods we may hold on for another fortnight yet, the only diffi-
culty likely to arise being from the breaking down of more of our men; we 
are still a dozen strong, but two of them merely stumble along and can 
carry nothing. I propose to strike out for the south as long as reasonably 
possible, then try and make for Papar. I should be sorry if we had to go 
down the Kinabatangan, much rather than Padas. 

But talking so much of our worthy selves, I never said that our new 
acquaintances are of an agreeable disposition, and in appearance compare 
favourably with the Dusuns on the west coast, being a finer set of men 
and evidently unbastardized. They are not more savage either, although 
many of them are tattooed, and all use the blow-
not -pipe is 
always made fast a spear blade. They never heard the report of a rifle; and 
believed us that it is much better never to become acquainted with fire-
arms in any way. I noticed the homespun of these people is not uniform 
bluish gray but striped with black.  
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November 21.  
main direction, S. by W. Mokodao: 4 houses, 20 families; old man, 
Pangsang. From Mokodao to Lasas: about 8 miles, in 1 hour; main direc-
tion, W.S.W. Lasas: 8 houses, 36 families; old men Timbang and Linkapan. 

While the last four days it had fortunately rained only after sunset, to-
day it poured in the morning as well. From Mituo we travelled towards 
Mokodao, in a S.S.W. course. Having crossed the Padi Hill, south of 
Mituo, Mansilas Village was first reached. The people there waited for us 

rare gift in these parts. Crossing then the hill of Paras (1,300 feet) we 
came, on its southern slope, to an outcrop of the same mineral of which 
Sheriff Shae had given me a sample. (I shall remark on it further in the 

blow-pipe from the one available hereabout will settle the matter 
hereafter. Should the mineral prove of industrial importance, the water-
carriage will be at hand, for at the very foot of Bukit Paras flows the 
Mokodao, the southern branch of the Sugut, and is, during the wet season 
ascended by small coasting craft as far as this place. The river-bed is 
some 30 yards wide. We crossed to the right shore where the village 
Mokodao stands on a level meadow. There we rushed into the old man s 
house just as a heavy rain-cloud burst; the shower over we went on to 
Lasas, our night station. This kampong is situated on the left bank of the 
Langasan, which river falls into the Mokodao.  

To the east of Mokodao is conspicuous the cone of Lassat, to the seaward 
of which live the Dusuns of Kagasingan, now in a feud with the Kinorom 
people. The difference in the number of slain is exactly one, and that has 
still to be made up. The Kinoroms have the advantage. One day I hope to 
visit those Kagasingans. They will, of course, know that we and the 
Kinoroms went through the ceremony of spilling a fowl s innocent blood. 

Les amis de mes amis, &c.  
Moving along the Lagasan we caught a glimpse of Kinabalu, W. by N., 

always taking its highest pinnacle. The mountain from here appears in 
much less grandeur than when viewed in south-east. The road from 
Mokodao to Lasas was over easy ground and through a bamboo forest.  

Settled among the Dusuns at Lasas is an old Bajow, who lived here 
these last six years without moving to the coast. His companion is a run-
away Palawan slave. The Bajow s name is Damerang; his livelihood he 
derives from growing padi, since he failed in trade.  
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November 22.  Bonkud: five houses, 15 families; old man, Gunranad; 
from Lasas to Koligan about 12 miles in five hours; main direction, S. by 
W. Koligan: three houses, eight families; old man, Salong. 

The old man of Bundo, Lunkad, only this morning parted company 
with us. We succeded in picking up a little reinforcement at Mituo and 
also at Lasas.  

More rain, more tattooed men, and plenty of leeches. Under considera-
ble loss of blood through the latter, we crossed the parallel of the 6 th 
degree. A hill between Lasas and Bonkud excepted, the ground travelled 
over to-day was mostly level, in 1,000-1,300 feet above sea. Between 
Bonkud and Koligan extends a plain which took us two hours to traverse, 
and would be accordingly some five miles broad. The limit of its extent 
towards the east seems to be far off; towards the west that limit is formed 
by a spur of the Kinabalu, called Dalidi Nabalu. The vegetation, where 
not old jungle, is strong bamboo. Crossed besides the Lagasan, the 
streamlets Pangakatan and Luan, both belonging to the Sugut system.  

About Koligan, our quarters, nothing particular is to be said; the same 
about Bonkud, which we came through, except that at latter place, the 
community were assembled to witness the killing of a tame pig; proceed-
ings were of a peculiarly cruel sort.  

Many spring-traps are set in the bush which have no warning tablets 
about them but for the keen eye of the Dusun. Our guide pointed out to us 
how those traps are constantly set close by the foot path, which path itself 
is often quite obscured. Wild pigs and wild buffaloes abound in these 
forests, as also deer and other game; and a travelling party could always 
procure some food in these regions. But the larger animals, as elephant, 
rhinoceros and tapir are totally absent. The natives were astonished on 
being told that the ivory handle of a kris was carved out of the tusk of an 
animal living in herds down the Kinabatangan, the name of which river, I 

 in analogy to 
 t. Why 

should it? That prefix to all those names has been adopted by the Bruneis 
and other people on the coast for phonetic reasons, I should say. After-
wards followed the tale of Chinese settlements as having extended so far 
north. I took occasion to remark on this point in a former diary. But let me 
now meet the favourite argument by engaging to point out for every 
Dusun with a so-called Chinese cut of features at least one other Dusun 
with an accidental Caucasian physiognomy; and the fair, even rosy com-
plexion of many of these people will certainly tend to bear out my 
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opinion, already expressed, viz., that no Chinese colonies ever existed in 
the very north of Borneo. Almost everything in which the Dusuns differ 
from the generality of the Malayan family is attributed to an infusion of 
Chinese blood; and some glazed teapot found in a Dusun village is 
eagerly taken for a monument set by the celestials themselves.  

But to return to the locality we are now in: the men wear on a rattan-
string round their nech a short knife, the handle of which is invariably a 
boar s tusk. It looks quite a pretty addition to their scanty wearing 
apparel.  

The rice-stalks are as yet little above one foot high. Coming past a 
field- we could give 
him some tin (for his fishing net),  an edifying request to us who are our-
selves after that metal. A trip up the Sugut during the dry season will 
make it possible to search the drifts in all those rivers. Many of the beds 
are likely to be left clear then. The fine sediment in them is derived from 
crystalline rocks, such as syenite and gneiss. 

November 23.  From Koligan to Danas: about 7 miles in 3 hours; main 
direction, W.S.W. Danao: 8 house, 36 families; old men, Pandahan and 
Linkanad. 

Here at Koligan we saw the first glazed potteryware inland, or rather 
the Dusuns themselves offered it for barter; one piece was a sort of teapot 
representing a fantastic bird, the other a miniature jar. Their parting so 
easily with these articles would imply that the old china craze has not 
penetrated to this secluded village. 

The journey from Koligan to Danao brought us face to face with the 
lake-problem. Our track had so to say cut into the dotted shape in which 
the Kinabalu Lake appears on the geographical maps. Now the Dusuns 
further north had always spoken of an extensive place called Danao, 
around which the villages are scattered so that you can see them all at a 

 in Malay means lake, in Dusun, however, it has no signifi-
cation, at least Lina-

water at Danao on which they could paddle about, they said there was 
none. When coming to Mituo and Lasas we heard of a lake on the moun-
tains between Koligan and Danao, but that the Dusuns were afraid of 
going near it, there being all sorts of monsters in that lake, the water of 
which is quite black. However, a tattooed man, and therefore a bold 
fellow, engaged to lead us close enough to that dreaded spot so that we 
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could see for ourselves. The extra fee was to be a petticoat for his wife. 

tagsio , big fish  would devour us altogether. 
From Kaligan we ascended to 2,200 feet  a steep forest clad slope. 

There, on a small clearing, the two companions of the tattooed man 
remained behind whilst the rest plunged into the jungle due south; the 
path towards Danao leading W.S.W. Now the guide seriously questioned 
us whether our sopok tatipui fire blowpipes  were all right. 
We assured him on this point. When we had walked for a mile s distance 
from above-mentioned There, I won t go 

 and we saw an opening in the dense wood, which opening 
proved to be a meadow of about an acre s extent, overgrown with a pecu-
liar short hairy light green grass such as none of the native present had 
ever seen before. The whole looked much like a hoax, but we could con-
fidently refer its origin to the Dusun nursery. The spot itself perhaps 
becomes a pond at periods. 

When afterwards meeting a couple of strange Dusuns, we again 
inquired about the lake, they were evidently horrified in consequence and 
said they did not know, but if we wanted water we should find some a 

 
Having returned to our companions, we descended towards Danao. 

This name is given to a plain of an oblong form, extending some four 
miles by one, running S.S.W. to N.N.E. The plain is 1,600 feet above sea, 
is surrounded by mountains on each side, and looks like a dead level 
throughout, only, about in the middle of it, a low hill admits of a good 
view. The plateau is, in its northern portion, watered by a brook, the 
Manzanaban, which meanders across it and which is utilised for wet padi 
cultivation in a strikingly neat way. The peasants in Upper Italy scarcely 
take better care of their fields. Only some twenty acres are now in growth, 
the stalks being ten inches high; the rest of the plain is mostly covered 
with Lalang (Antropogon), and the swampy parts are marked by the pro-
fuseness of that grass. Through the southern portion of the plain flows the 
Linogu, which river is said to be one of the two main sources of the Kina-
batangan. Inspecting the Linogu was to be put off until to-morrow, when 
we shall come across it. The surface soil is the same rich black mould as 
on the Abai plain. Altogether Danao resembles what the Abai plain must 
have been a long time ago before the hills there were denuded of the 
forest. On the skirts of this plain, and partly on the surrounding slopes, are 
situated the villages of Ludangan, Rugading, Kitontul, Marakao, Mattan 
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and Kondavayan. Danao itself is more towards the middle, in fact, in the 
central position; near to it, on the flat, stands Kondavayan. Perhaps for the 
former reason, and certainly for its being the largest village, Danao gives 
its name to the whole district. The plain may have about 1,200 souls. 

Among the conspicuous mountain tops, forming apparently the outskirts, 
and of which the bearings appear on the map drawn up, the Boliskadus 
stands in S.W. by S. The same may be over 6,000 feet high; for the other 
mountains the natives themselves can give no distinguishing names. 

Considering that this plain is a remarkable spot, an oasis in a huge 
virgin forest, it ought to be introduced into geography under some distin-
guished name connected with the Company under whose auspices it has 
been visited for the first time. I, on my part, waive the customary privilege. 

The problem of the great Kinabalu Lake, I venture to assert, can be 
safely considered as solved. When Alexander Dalrymple, more than a 
century ago, was first told about the lake, the name  no doubt 
contributed to the diffusion of an erroneous geographical notion, and the 
same with the vague reports of the monster-haunted water meadow. No 
man in Danao knows about a real lake, though they are accustomed to 
walk far into the country south and south-east. For aught I recollect, it 
was the accomplished Dr. Petermann who, as cartographer to the R.G.S., 
first put down the Kinabalu lake where it appears on all the modern charts 
of North Borneo; it was done so on a map of Borneo drawn in 1852 (?) 
and dedicated to the subscribers to the Borneo Church Missions; on the 
old chart, by Valentyne, the lake appears south from Kinabalu and in a 
smaller compass. 

But to return to Danao, where we are staying at present. The people 
grow, besides rice, &c., sago and tapioca; this is noteworthy: they also 
rear goats. 

A pretty custom prevails among them in welcoming a visitor. The old 
man s young wife walked up to me, having moistened rice in a small 
bamboo, I had to open my hand and she poured some grains on it, after 
which the rice was again put back into the bamboo. That opened their 
hospitality, and I may subsequently partake of their rice and betel. They 
are not so barbarous as to call me Tuan Pinai  which 
means friends. Formerly the Danao Dusuns were head-hunters. In this 
house are yet kept three dozen skulls, forming no doubt an heirloom. It 
would be bad taste, perhaps, to ask them to barter one of those smoked 
human top-ends. Among the skulls in question, I noticed two which were 
taken from children, and it is remarkable how firmly set and how white 
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the teeth in all of them are. Quite a temptation if I were a travelling 
dentist from America  Betel chewing does not seem to injure the enamel 
permanently. 

November 24.  From Danao to Tambiyao: about 10 miles in 4 hours; 
main direction, S.W. Tambiyao; 5 houses. 16 families. From Tambiyao to 

houses, 20 families. 
I am sorry I did not succeed last night in taking a meridian altitude. 

The nights are always rainy; and in the daytime clouds and mists interfere 
with terrestrial observations. In this respect travelling by day is far more 
pleasant. 

On leaving, this morning, Danao, we saw the Kinabalu towering above 
-

tively. The bearings taken as a check to the dead reckoning, the position 
of yesterday  N., lon-

 
miles. 

The Linogu, called by the Dusuns the origin of the Kinabatangan, 
cannot well be the source of anything less than that. The Labuk and the 
Bengaya rise just as little in the Kinabalu-moss as the Paitan does. The 
bed of the Linogu is here 1,550 feet above sea, and the river has much of 
the character of a torrent. It rushes down a valley which lies W.N.W., 
E.S.E., for about two miles from the plain, when the Linogu valley, here 
rather a precipice, takes a sharp turn towards N.N.W., that is, towards 
Kinabalu proper. The river widens when nearing Danao Plain and leaves 
the same in a south-easterly course. Where we forded, the river-bed is 
about 40 yards wide, the water at the time being not over two feet deep 
and perfectly limpid. The boulders are a porpbyritic granite. The right 
slope of Linogu Valley is formed by a mountain ridge (2,560), along the 
crest of which leads the path to Tambiyao. That ridge is exceptionally 
covered by long grass only, and from its foot towards the plain the undu-
lated country is strewn with huge boulders of granite, which are evidently 
erratic, as the living rock thereabout is a compact quartz. At present those 
boulders are entirely out of reach of the river s agency. In times of heavy 
floods the Linogu certainly converts part of the plain into a swamp 
(jointly with the aforesaid Manzanaban), but even then nothing worthy of 
being called a pond is formed; the locality is simply more or less marshy 
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at times. No tradition exists among these people about the early history of 
their haunt. 

Where the road to Tambiyao leaves aforesaid mountain-ridge 
(descending to 1,850 feet), the Nanut rivulet flows towards the east. 
Tambiyao again is situated at a height of 2,420 feet. The ground is disa-
greeable to walk over through its prickly scrub and sharp long grass. In 
the basin towards N.W. of Tambiyao are visible the houses of Poringan. 

the land between the two places is overrun with second growth. The 
village is situated on the northern side of what seems to be an important 
valley. We met at Kiaweawi a number of men from Tuhan who had 
brought sea salt, they themselves procured that commodity from the 
Bajows.  

Pinusuk, a place on the road to Tuhan (wrongly called by outsiders 
 here. Between Pinusuk and 

Tuhan occur in in succession the villages of Mimboyon, Gundasang and 
Kinscraban (Inserban), all in the tobacco country, and in the immediate 
vicinity of Kinabalu. Aforesaid villages are the stations on the Tampasuk-
Kinabalu route beyond Kian towards the supposed lake  The Dusuns 
say the distance between Tuhan and Danao can be walked in four days. 

We are next bound for Tambunan, the people of which take their 
 i.e., Padas River.  

November 25.  
main direction, W.S.W. 

The valley of Kiawawi, running from east to west, is more properly 
called the valley of Kanupir, from the river which flows at its bottom, as a 
tributary to the Linogu. We crossed the Kanupir at a level of 1,700 feet, 
and found its bed 20 yards wide, descending to it from the village of 
Garo. On the southern aspect of the valley, and about opposite Kiawawi is 
situated the village of Rasdagnag. From the height behind Kiawawi is 
visible, bearing N. 
be even higher than Kinabalu. This mountain (the Mentapok) appears of 
the shape of a Phrygian cap, and it is perhaps over 30 miles off. I should 
suppose it to be situated not far from the junction of the two Kinabatan-
gan head branches, according to my idea of the locality of that junction. 

The Kanupir takes, a couple of miles above Garo, a turn from the 
north, i.e. from Kinabalu. Ascending the steep denuded slope opposite 
Garo, we noticed that a branch of the valley runs S.W. We are likely to 
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have to cross that part by to-morrow, but at present find ourselves at 
Mukab, 2,840 feet above sea-level. This community is largely growing 
tobacco. The Bajows from the Patatan and Inanam visit it for that reason. 
No tobacco now in leaf. People here set foolish prices on all other com-
modities than tobacco; but we are in the happy position of wanting noth-
ing from them. 

Four of our men are shaken by a roaring fever, but the rest are yet 
strong enough to bring the sick parties to the coast; the poor fellows battle 
bravely against having to remain behind. Walking is more tiresome in this 
scrub than it was in the virgin forest, where we were continually going up 
and down hill. Ague in this case is no doubt due to fatigue, and to the 
exposure to wet, through rain, and still more perhaps to the cold water of 
all these rivers. The climate itself is most genial; and, strange to say, the 
nights are lass cool than to the N.W. of the big mountain. Those of our 
party who are not down are in such good spirits as to busy themselves 

  as we 
are literally in rags. 

Only yesterday my men were told that our march goes on to Papar; 
until than I kept them in the dark as to the goal of our journey, having 
regard to the idea current on the N.W. coast, that  and to the 
south of Kinabalu live cannibals. Now, when the spell is broken, and 
when in particular the adventurous spirit of the Bajows has been kindled 
they 
walk in front of us we will follow y  
There is one thing which makes our natives such good material for similar 
excursions; bravery in combat scarcely gives a man so much credit among 
these tribes as when he has walked so many miles further inland than the 
old men did  

Here, at Mukab, they brought a poor Dusun with his foot half rotted 
away above the ankle-joint. He offered a couple of fowls if I could help 
him. The gift was declined, but all that was possible was done for him. 
These fearful cancerous sores are frequent among the hill tribes, although 
the people are quite free from syphilis. When at Tolungan a heavy 
demand was made on our flax-lint, &c. 

As we approach the coast the Dusuns become a tribe musical in brass; 
the instruments being supplied from Brunei, by way of Patatan. At Mukab 
the bell-metal pans are going all day long. People further inland have 
bamboo instruments instead and pretty songs of their own. The latter are 
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especially taking when given by young girls. They also sing in chorus, 
when the melodies almost bear the character of hymns. 

November 26.  Tindaon: 12 houses, 60 families; old man, Gudan. 
Sumalang (Garah): 8 houses, 50 families; old man, Bansing. Nulu: 9 
houses, 20 families. Pinowantei. 11 houses, 59 families; old men Liugai 
and Sagama. From Mukab to Pinowantei; about 8 miles in 4 hours; main 
direction, W.S.W. 

If a traveller were first to become acquainted with the Dusuns of 
Tambiyao, Mukab, and Sumalang, he would scarcely take a bias to the 
tribe, as these are greedy, inhospitable, and addicted to lying. Never mind 
instances in this place, but the accusation is justified. 

Travelling from Mukab to Pinowantei, we crossed two valleys and one 
mountain-ridge (3,200 feet). The configuration will be best understood 
from the result of a running survey carried on during these rambles. The 
southern branch of what was first called the Kiawawi valley has at its 
bottom the Sumalang torrent, and on its slopes the villages of Mukab, 
Tindaon, Kiwalalo, Nogaros and Sumalang or Garah. The whole is a well 
peopled tract of land. Through the northern branch of it flows, as already 
stated, the Kanupir, an affluent to the Linogu (Kinabatangan), and the 
Sumalang, in its turn, is an affluent to the Kanupir. The drift in these 
streamlets contains a large proportion of opaque quartz and clay nodules 
of a cream colour. The main part of the gravels is composed of serpentine 
and of the waste of the mountains in the back-ground, no doubt a granitic 
formation. The surface soil consists of a ferruginous clay; and, where 
landslips have occurred, the earth appears of a brick-red colour, strongly 
contrasting with the green vegetation on these hanger-like slopes. Cross-
ing the range towards S.W., one comes to, just past the ridge, a village 
called Nulu (in 3,200 feet). The slopes of an extensive valley are almost 
entirely planted with rice, tobacco and sweet potatoes, only on the crests 
stands the old jungle. The padi, they say, yields but poorly at this eleva-
tion, and they make up for that by dressing such extensive grounds. A fine 
outlook to the south-east shows the country as one continuous mountain-
mass; but the centre of it seems no longer to be Kinabalu. The chains 
rather group round some stock to the south-east of Kinabalu, evidently the 
Mentapok, alleged to be the very highest mountain top of Borneo.  

Walking on towards Pinowantei, a herd of buffaloes was met, on what 
might be called in this part a flat meadow. Buffalows here are reared for 
no other purpose than food, they are of a heavy breed. The slopes are not 
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buffalo is here worth twenty tinokals or $40 (while at Tampasuk a fine 
riding bull costs $12 a head). The tinokal at $2 forms the unit of value, 
and is taken from a small gong-like instrument. Nobody remembers 
buffaloes being brought from outside into this tract of very difficult 
ground, else it would offer a chance for traders from the coast. The hill 
rice is sometimes grown on declivities of 45 degrees. The necessary 
recourse to that alone excludes any fitness of this soil for higher objects of 
planting. The rice is of a peculiar description, retaining a reddish colour 
even after being boiled. If I am not mistaken, I noticed sandstone crop-
ping out in the valley.  

Pinowantei is a considerable village, and we are, apparently, welcome 
in it. People from here visit the head of the Inanam and also the head of 
the Papar river; to the latter it takes them four days, to the former only 
two. We are now past the meridian of Kinabalu by one point, and we 
ought to approach the Nabai country, but the people even yet know noth-

 and call their own district Parsa. They 
do, however, speak of a Tabai 
the Muruts live. . They mean Brunei by it.  

These Dusuns have a way of their own in striking fire. Steel and flint is 
replaced by a fragment of china and a small bamboo cane. Their tinder is 
sure to burn on the first stroke. From fire to water: pipes of bamboo are 
laid at the crossings of most of the numerous streamlets, and also lead to 
the fields, forming neat little fountains (native aqueduct). 

November 27.  Rumuyu: 8 houses, 30 families. Garas: 6 houses, 24 

direction, S.W. Paho: 20 houses, 80 families. From Paho to Malaud: about 
uses, 10 families. 

the shape of a fountain.  
On descending from Pinowantei to the valley, we first passed Rumuyu 

village, where is a clearing planted with coconut and betel palms. Then 
we traversed the Nukaton and noticed the bottom of the valley widening 
to a flat, on which occur some half-grown sago trees. The ascent towards 
the southern ridge led over terraces in the mountain slope, on one of 
which stands the village of Paras. The ridge is crossed in 3,200 feet. 
Visible in this valley, besides Garas and Rumuyu, were the villages of 
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Penompok, Kalambuan and Tabobonan. We saw the Menzango emerging 
below Penompok. The Menzango receives the Nukatan and belongs itself 
to the Linogu (Kinabatangan). The valley on the southern side of the 
3,200 feet ridge first appears like a circular basin without an outlet. Same 
basin was later on found 700 feet deep and running from west to east, 
generally speaking; through it flows the said Menzango river, and there 
stand a score of houses called Paho.  

From Paho we travelled due south up a branch valley in which the 
Tambiluan brooklet rushes towards the Menzango. That branch valley in 
closed by a saddle which, being crossed in 2,900 feet, opened to us the 
valley of Malaud. The latter includes a small plain (2,450) traversed by 
the Malaud river, issuing from it through a chasm towards E.N.E. The 
Malaud was deep and rapid enough to almost drown one of our men, who, 
not knowing how to swim, let go his parcel when thrown off his legs in 
fording. The loss is not great considering the man is all right. The village 
of Malaud consists of a few dilapidated huts. 

To describe the nature of the ground travelled over to-day, the pen 
should be first dipped into mud: that will answer for the main feature. But 
how to depict the scramble up and down these nasty slopes? Let me say 
that the Dusuns are in the habit of digging steps with their spears just to 
get a momentary foothold, but the step slips away under the weight of the 
next person; down you go along mud slides, at the end of which you 
plunge into a slush, after having cut your hands over and over by the 
sharp long grass and prickly scrub. The cause of all this, the rain, we are 
accustomed to, but the effect is simply sickening in this part of our route 
from Marudu to Papar. On the whole, I should not recommend November 
as a time for travels inland. 

November 28.  Lampada: 5 houses, 15 families. From Malaud to Guma-
long: about 6 miles in 3 hours; main direction, S. Gumalong: 7 houses, 20 
families. 

From Malaud we moved up the valley which runs south. In it flows the 
Malaud river mentioned yesterday, which, however, at about half-a-mile 
from the village, appears as coming from the south-east. At that point it 
receives on the left side the affluent Minonun. Picking up a handful of the 
river sand, I noticed in it minute scales of a plumbaginous mineral; it is 
sure to be nothing better than slate, but it soils the paper, though not so 
freely as graphite. I also happened to pick up a pebble, which shows the 
same characteristic as the smaller particles; and I intended to examine the 
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deposit further up stream, but above the junction the gravels no longer 
contain these bluish-black laminae. The rock in the bed of the Minonun, 
which we had to follow. Is a quartz-veined sandstone; it would therefore 
appear that the Upper Malaud flows through a region of argillaceous rocks. 

At Lampada we only halted to engage a fresh guide. It is noteworthy 
that for its last five days  travel we could not get Dusuns to lead us further 
than a couple of villages, whilst behind Kinabalu the same natives went 
with us from two to four days. There in fact we engaged them by the 
number of nights; these here insist on their being back in their own village 
before dusk. We can never settle with a man who is himself homeward 
bound. For if we ever meet one hereabout, where so little intercourse 
exists between one village and the other, the man certainly tries to impose 
upon us; and as a rule he pretends to intend returning, according his own 
business, no sooner after to-morrow  But in fact there is no busi-

not profit  of 
taking a white man so many miles further on; they clearly know that. In 
consequence you are always sure to be nerved. It is understood that the 

 takes half a hundredweight of your goods on his back. 
People here do not seem to keep their agreements so faithfully as those 

further north; for yesterday the men that were paid to take us from 
Pinowantei to Malaud ran away during the halt at Paho. 

 
should assert that the mountain from here appears under its most impos-
ing aspect. 

Memo  The Dusuns of Pinuruk are said to be able to ascend from 
their side (S.E.) to the very highest crag of the mountain; and they are 
even reported to do so occasionally. I could not learn to what purpose. 
But one thing struck me, namely, how the folklore regarding Kinabalu 
varies according to districts. 

The Minonun rivulet receives at the foot of Lampada the Piouo, a 
torrent. (In the Malaud and the Minonun many fish-weirs are set.) We 
continued up the Piouo, and then crossed a ridge 2,940 feet high, whence 
170 feet descent and 840 feet rise brought us to Gumalong, our station for 
the night. Old forest on the hill-tops around. 

Coarse pottery is the chief industry here. 
Tattoed man are getting scarce. 
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November 29.  Mongis: 12 houses, 24 families. From Gumalong to 
Tambunan: about 12 miles in 8 hours; main direction, S.W. Tambunan: 
12 houses, 80-90 families; headman, Gurongod.  

The houses are roofed with bamboo and frequently the roof is hori-
zontal, making these dwellings look like cages. The floor is as a rule only 
high enough above ground to leave sufficient room for a stye. In conse-
quence one has to spend the nights, so to s - -
underneath. 

The females don t know foreign cotton-yarn as yet, while their sisters 
up Sugut know it and like it; but these here are as keen on needles as 
those. Needle in Dusun is louse  in grateful return you get from these 
people what the plural of that word signifies in English. They are sadly 
infested with that wingless hemipterous insect. No vanity whatever about 
the girls; they are smutty-faced and toozle-headed. We yesterday passed a 
number of rustic damsels whose hair was quite carroty from neglect. This 
may have given rise to the report of fair-haired people living somewhere 
to the south. 

We changed our position to-day from 3,200 feet to 2,100 feet, through 
a number of levels, which on the whole show an easy lay of the ground; in 
fact, this eight hours  walk from Guamalong to Tambunan was quite a 
repose after the pedestrian drudgery of the last week. 

On the road we made a short halt to Mongis, which is situated on the 
southern banks of a morass. The latter, a knee deep bog, has about half a 

in a valley running south-west towards the plain of Tambunan. At Mangi-
pangi the valley begins to widen; it terminates in a very extensive plain. 
As far as we could see when walking up to this village, the plain is under 
wet padi cultivation, the irrigation being facilitated by various running 
waters, the course of which I shall best ascertain to-morrow from an ele-
vated point of view. The village of Tambunan, an improvement on the 
communities of late, stands on the north-eastern outskirts of this plateau, 
which is 2,100 feet above sea.  

The ground travelled over to-day bears a much varied vegetation, but 
the old jungle is mostly left on the highest parts of the mountains only. 
Also the bamboo, which, between Bongon and Danao occupies perhaps 
one-fifth of the forest land, is rather scarce hereabout. A herbaceous plant 
with prickly leaves and an eatable fruit, but growing wild, is here called 
Nabai  the one I noticed this morning was a dwarfish fir-like tree. But 

the casuarina, which is supposed to be the only conifera within the 
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tropics, thrives, as a rule, only on low, sandy sea-shores. I have since 
heard from Mr. A. H. Everett, that a mountain casuarina is known. 

The Tambunanians, our present hosts, seem to indulge occasionally in 
a little headhunting. There are many skulls in the old man s house, some 
of which look very fresh indeed. The lower jaw-bone is wanting in them. 
The taste of the Dusuns in this respect is manifold. In most villages the 
skulls of monkeys are preserved; in others those of deer or pigs; in many 
only the lower jaws of deer, the carapaces of land tortoises, the bladders 
of goats, and the drumsticks of fowls. However, the collection of crania 
here, at first sight, unnerved our men a little, considering that the Dusuns 
were pouring in whilst the inspection was going on. Later in the evening 
we managed to get up a concert and dance; and after that, I think, all 
enjoyed a quiet sleep. 

No white men ever visited Tambunan before, and the people are 
eagerly questioning where we come from. In the first part of our journey 
we were asked Where are you going to?  

November 30.  From Tambunan (village) to Papar (village): about 12 
miles in 7 hours; main direction, W.N.W. Papar: 12 houses, 30 families; 
leading man, Mongei. 

Our first thing in the morning was to inspect the Pagalan (Padas) river, 
which emerges on the plateau at what might be called the north-eastern 
corner of it. The river issues from E.S.E. out of a chasm-like break in the 
mountains, and flows towards S.S.W., in which latter direction also lies 
the greatest extent of the plateau. Close to where the Padas appears it 
receives the Mahuva rivulet, along which we travelled yesterday. That 
and another affluent, the Sonsuron, give the Pagalan, alias Padas, only a 
width of twenty yards. Its depth is here about half-a-fathom, but a short 
distance further down lie large boulders. This, in connection with what 
the Dusuns told me about the bed being frequently blocked up between 
this and the falls, satisfied me that it would be labour lost to attempt to 
descend the river on a raft. The Pagalan is certainly not such a considera-
ble stream as it is spoken of on the coast, nor does it take its rise in Kina-
balu, as has been asserted; else our own track from Danao to this place 
would have crossed its uppermost course. But this river is, even so far 
south as Tambunan, and below the said junction with the Mahuva, only a 
rivulet. It has scarcely as much water as the Kanupir and the Menzango, 
otherwise this latter might have been supposed to be the parent stream of 
the Pagalan. The natives, besides, firmly declare the Menzango to be a 
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tributary to the Linogu. Therefore, there are but two rivers in the Com-
pany s territory which can be called streams the Kinabatangan and the 
Sugut. 

Tambunan, which gives the plateau its name, forms, with Tolungan 
and Donhugo, a close group of villages. The plateau extends S.W., N.E. 
for about five miles, is one-and-a-half miles broad, and seems a dead 
level for the greatest part, 2,100 feet above sea. Its north-western quarter, 
over which the beginning of our to-day s route led, rises gently. I am 
sorry that the course we had to pursue offered no free look-out so as to 
enable me to give a somewhat accurate sketch of this important locality; 
important, because on it a denser population lives and prospers than in 
any other known part of the territory, The village of Sonsuron has 26 
houses, in which may live 130 to 150 families; and that is said to be but 
the third most numerous community on Tanbunan Plain, Kapagalan and 
Kainganan being both reported to be larger. And there are 17 more vil-
lages scattered hereabout beside those already named:  Tandulu, Kitao, 
Mogong, Tampakinian, Menantian, Bolotikon, Kituntung, Musapang, 
Malaud (not the one visited three days ago), Tulop, Golopia, Ruminantei, 
Dandarasan, Guropoi, Tambatu, Mauva and Singilao. The intervening 
space is mostly filled up by fields and pastures. The Lalang-grass occurs 
only in patches. The Sonsuron meanders through its plain until it joins the 
Pagalan; it comes down a valley from N.W., a regular mountain torrent. 
The rice-stalks are now from two to three feet high. A blackish, rather 
shallow, surface mould covers the subsoil of ferruginous clay, which, in 
its turn, rests on a conglomerate. 

We left the plateau of Tambunan by walking up part of the Sonsuron 
valley. Having thus risen to 3,000 feet, we altered our course from N.W. 
to W.N.W., and ascended the barrier towards the Papar district. It went up 
to 4,700 feet above sea-level. The slope is now and then quite steep, but 
the projecting roots form steps, which leave nothing to be desired but  
the two fellahs that haul you up the Pyramid of Cheops. 

Having traversed the broad ridge, the rain, the eternal rain, spoilt the 
chance of a set of bearings. A disheartening factor in travels, that rain! 
We could see absolutely nothing of the landscape and sea-coast. 

On the yonder slope, and at 3,600 feet above sea-level, the fine forest 
gives way to a second-growth vegetation. At 2,400 feet, and at the bottom 
of a valley is situated the village of Papar. This is the Papar which the 
Dusuns used to visit from as far as Pinowantei. But this Papar is still three 
days  travel (Dusun walk) from the Residency Papar, and is built on both 
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sides of the Papar river, which rushes past it, forming a number of cas-
cades. 

December 1.  Menontian: 3 houses, 8 families. Gindusud: 3 houses, 10 
families. Tiulu: 5 houses (?). Topopon: 3 houses, 2 families. From Papar 

 main direction, W. 
The source of the Papar river is evidently the drainage of this particular 

valley; yet at the village the Papar is a mere noisy brooklet. Three miles 
further down it has doubled its width, and then increases rapidly with a 
number of affluents. The valley runs west in the main, the river varying 
its course continually between the points W.S.W. and W.N.W. The range 
towards the sea may be, in this part, 3,000 feet high. We walked down the 
valley for seven hours (halts excluded), and even then cannot make out 
where it will come to an end. In these seven hours we scarcely covered 
seven miles. The road requires a good deal of boulder climbing. We put 
up for the night somewhat early as a man broke down with ague. Before 
reaching this place, Tolungan, we passed the hamlets of Menontian, Gin-
dusud, Tinlu, and two others, the names of which I could not catch. The 
affluents to the Papar, not counting rills and brooklets, are the Maangi, the 
Tiulu and the Kalangan. The first of these issues from a break in the 
southern mountain chain. In the back-ground of that short valley appears 
the high range we crossed yesterday. We therefore came down to Papar 
village on a sort of spur of that range. Tolungan is 1,600 feet above sea-
level, the river bed being some 300 feet lower. The Papar forms numerous 
small islands. Its banks are for the greater part high and precipitous. The 
cultivated grounds are extensive, and in some fields the rice is almost ripe 
for cutting. There are also patches planted with sago.  

December 2.  Tolungan: 4 houses, 12 families. Tapa: 2 houses, 6 fami-
lies. Tungao: 4 houses, 12 families. Tikuh: 6 houses, 20 families. From 
Tolungan-Kalangan to Tikuh: about 10 miles in 6 hours; main direction, 
W.S.W. 

Below Tolungan the river Kalangan emerges from a break in the right 
slope of the valley. This place is properly called Tolungan-Kalangan, and 
Tolungan, in Dusun, means the mouth of a river; hence the frequency of 
this appellation.  

We continued following the river-bed, although our guides told us 
-on-

they said, would be the same, but the  
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tracing the whole course of the Papar. The river meanders west, south, 
west, south; in a few reaches it sweeps round as far as S.S.E. the one, and 
N.W. the other way. At 900 feet above sea-level, it is already as wide as 
down at the Residency, but it is bouldered up and forms many rapids. At a 
level of 1,200 feet above sea a fall occurs, the water dropping from about 

 Where the banks are bold, the 
river takes its sharp turns and causes landslips. These require an ascent 
and a descent of 100 feet each way, and the footing of a goat would 
answer best for these scrambles. Thus, while moving for the greater part 
in the shall
rafts. Let us hope for rafts without portages when further down. The 
banks are in many places rocky. The river flows in a bed of sandstone. 
Now and then the the rock shows a slaty structure, and in one place, just 
below Tungao, the right bank is built up of conglomerate. The fords were 
found between two and three feet deep; but fording would be mere sport 

this part are the Kalangan, the Purog, the Ponobukan, and the Tikuh. 
Villages and hamlets succeeding each other down river: Tapa, Buntingna-
bai, Purog, Romit, Kapa, Ponobukan, Kobulu, Boyan, and Tungue. The 
village of Tikuh, where we find ourselves for the night, is situated up the 
Tikuh rivulet; how far from the Papar we shall see to-morrow morning, as 
we reached this place by walking from Tungao over the low range 
towards S.S.W. and W. Tungao was the scene of our mid-day halt. There 
are, besides the places mentioned, a number of single houses scattered 
along the river side.  

The Kalangan, the Purog and the Tikuh are discharged from what may 
be called branch valleys, the rest from ravines. In the background of the 
Purog valley the high range appears again. That range wants a name, it is 
a principal feature of the country. I understand the same range has to be 
crossed when going from the coast to Nabai.  

December 3.  We made but little headway in the course of to-day. A few 
hours were spent in constructing rafts. Afterwards we enjoyed the pleas-
urable excitement of shooting rapids, but for a short time only, as the sick 
men and those that cannot swim, urgently requested to be rather allowed 
to walk. Heavy rain put a full stop to further considerations. The night we 
are about to spend in a couple of field huts.  
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In this part the Papar river flows W.N.W.; on the right shore it receives 
the Bagun, on the left the Langa. The village of Lumanas is the only one 
we passed.  

December 4.  Mondolipo: 4 houses, 10 families.  
When making this morning, so to say, my first step, I had an ugly slip 

down one of these precipitous river banks. I should never mention it for 
my own sake, but in my downward course everything dangling round a 

and, consequently, both the 
aneroid and the prismatic compass came to grief. Also a few minerals 
were lost at the occasion. We were then 550 feet above the level of the 
sea. Here we made fresh rafts; the men were nearly breaking down alto-
gether; even a da
brought the fact home to us all, perhaps. In short, we resolved to try our 
chance of reaching Papar-on-Sea by what seemed to be the easiest way. 
The Dusuns, on their part, said we might succeed, but that they them-
selves never raft except when crossing where the water is comparatively 
still.  

We therefore left in two floating groups of four men, and one of five. 
The leading party and the next succeeding one kept together, until we 
found the outlets between the rocks all but occupied by fish-traps. Here 
we jointly worked a breach in the huge barricade, and hauled our vehicles 
across, all out of regard for the absent owners of those fish-traps. The 
third raft, however, did not close up with us in the meantime, though it 
was only two hours since we had started, during one of which we had 
been busy rolling obstructions into the whirlpool.  

The rapids in this part were not very dangerous. Bumping on the stones 
vividly reminded one of rural rides in Roumania, where the wheels are 
four-cornered. Generally we went at a racing pace and had soon covered 
fifteen miles. A thunderstorm then made us seek shelter which we found 
here at Mondolipo. Until then the people we fell in with on the river-side 
had taken to hurried flight. To the question How do you call this vil-

something extraordinary, and with this knowledge, so gratifying to our 
vanity, we retired to rest. 

December 5.  It continued raining during the whole of the night, and the 
river was, in consequence, up. The other two rafts are still missing. We 
are at this instant (10 a.m.) on the sunny shore of Kagaban village, drying 
our papers and mending our vessel. The natives tell us we shall have 
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smooth water down to the Residency. A tipsy Dusun says so  the first of 
his kind whom we came across since leaving Tampasuk. He is likely to be 
right, but in the meantime we experienced 
strip of water. Those rapids just below Mondolipo are so bad that I really 
wish our companions behind would avoid shooting them. We heard the 
waters booming when at Mondolipo, and the Dusuns warned us. To a 
looker-on we must have simply disappeared in that surf. The Chinese boy 
and I took compulsory long dives; but the two men poling were simply 
swept away. Fortunately these Bajows swim like fish. 

Continued on board the S.S.   Less than half-a-mile below 
Kagaban the river forms an island, on the point of which we noticed the 
wreck of the raft which yesterday started as third. In all likelihood the five 
men, two of whom could not swim, had cast it adrift soon after the lead-
ing one was out of sight. They will have to walk three days is conse-
quence. Should it be so, it will be right enough, for the party have trade 
goods for six days yet, and those on the second raft are just as well pro-
vided for. Knowing the -ahead and never-  style of my particular 
crew, I reserved for the leading raft nothing but one fathom blue cloth and 
a handful of beads. That paid for our supper last night. Towards four 
o clock p.m. we reached the Company s station. The  had just 
then signalised her arrival. I decided on proceeding to Tampasuk at once, 
having been away one month and two days. The Resident, Mr. Everett, 
was absent at Singapore. On his clerk, Mr. Symons, I urged the necessity 
of some look-out for those nine men behind. 

Of the 33 miles which we floated down, the names of villages and af-
fluents to the Papar river are only partly recorded, but the course of the 
river is put down more accurately. It continues in a W.S.W. direction, un-
til some 14 miles from the Residency, when its windings mostly turn 
W.N.W. Of the last four miles only a single reach lies W.S.W.; all the 
others between W.N.W and N.N.W. The line from Papar village to the 
Residency Papar lies W. by S. Beginning from Kagaban village, both 
banks present one continuous cocoanut plantation, interspersed with nu-
merous hamlets and single houses. 

The whole course of the Papar river, as traced by us, may be computed 
at 55 miles,  that is, between Papar village and the Company s station. 
Its navigability ceases some 12 miles above the latter place, say, 16 miles 
from the river mouth. The last dangerous rapid is about 20 miles distant. 
The river meanders a good deal; none of the reaches is longer than half-a-
mile, and most of them are only two cable lengths. The Papar river could 
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by no means be called an outlet for the rich district of Tambunan. A sort 
of outlet exists at the Patatan, but only for valuable produce, as gutta and 
beeswax. Whether anything reaches the coast by way of the Nabai coun-
try and the Kimanis I do not know. The experienced Abang Drahman, 

-hand men, told me that the Tambunan people go 
by the name of the Great Dyaks  that they are rather avoided by traders, 
and never associated with otherwise. However, the Diary is not the place 
for enlarging on politico-economical topics. 

I cannot conclude without expressing an earnest hope that my missing 
companions will reach the coast as safely as we four did. Then only I dare 
look back to our trip with a tiny bit of satisfaction. And I shall repeat to 
myself what I heard my faithful dozen talk over when we had emerged on 
Danao Plain. They questioned one another: What will our old men at 

What w  is the query with me. 
We did not achieve great things, but the little we did outside the round of 
every-day business will serve the purpose for which it was done; wher-
ever we came to a place for the first time there we dare show our faces 
again. To make sure of that required a good deal of attention, for the 
natives are rather mixed in their temper; genial in some villages and 
churlish in others. However, not even the accident of  
occurred in our intercourse with them; and no sort of accident in our own 
ranks. A gracious Providence let me carry the drug against sumpitan-dart 
and snake poison in my vest pocket, from Bongon to Papar without mak-
ing me resort to it. 

 
 F. WITTI 
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DIARY 
Of F. WITTI, Esq., during an Excursion across NORTH BORNEO 

from MARUDU BAY to SANDAKAN 
13th May to 17th June, 1881. 

 
 

13th May.  Bongon, Marudu Bay. 
Bongon has become for us a sort of Zanzibar, as this is now our third 

start from this place for the interior, selecting on each occasion a fresh 
route. The contrast between Zanzibar and Bongon is not so great as that 
between Central Africa and North Borneo. We occupied ourselves part of 
the day in dividing our travelling stock into twenty-five equal parts.  

14th May.  
houses, 12 families; Sherif Loya. 

Having thanked Sherif Abdul Rahman, the son of the absent Sherif 
Shea, for his hospitality, we left Bongon early in the morning. The ground 
traversed, towards Kalimo on the Tandek River, belongs to the alluvial 
plain extending between the sea and the ranges that form the Bongon 
Valley and diverge from Timbang Batu, along the peninsulas embracing 
Marudu Bay. The vegetation is a second jungle growth. One crosses the 
Rasuk rivulet, which flows into the Tandek. Kalimo, or Kuala 
Tankalanan, is the second and last Bajow village on the Tandek; near the 
river mou
July last; and further south is Burong, a Dusun village. Our route does not 
lead past Burong as we shall move eastward. 

Kalimo is ruled over by Sherif Loya, a woman. She addressed me in 
the f

hand and a couple of eggs.  
The crocodiles in this river are of a tame description, while those in the 

Bengkoka, Bongon and Tamemison enjoy a reputation for fierceness. 
Here, for instance, people freely bathe, keeping, so to say, company with 
those reptiles without there being an accident on record. This reminds me 
how one night we were fording a muddy creek near Ambong. The water 
there was beautifully phosphorescent; all of a sudden a crocodile rushed 
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h. On hearing a remark made about the diver-

man; only the crocodile does. [ ] In presence of so opposite convictions, 
the best thing in low grounds is to stick to the shower bath, and also do at 

 

15th May.  To Bengkoka River: 3 hours, 8 miles; main direction, E.N.E. 
No village.  

Our to-
We crossed the Upper Bengkoka at a point to the south of Mandurian, the 
village alluded to on the 9th inst. Here, on the right bank, we had to stop 
long before nightfall, as the next vill
travel. The reason that kept us at the side of the river was the want of 
water between this and Toyon. To-morrow we shall have to carry our 
supply in bamboo-pipes as if we had to cross some arid plain, and yet we 
shall move through a luxuriant forest, as we did this morning.  

This is the region pronounced by a professional planter to be the 
Ceylon of the future. He may be right, though he passed his judgement on 
a distant view (from the mouth of the Tandek River). The ground between 
this and Tandek rises along our route to 900 feet; its maximum is scarcely 
two hundred feet higher, and is confined to the ridge forming the water-
shed between the direct drainage to Marudu Bay and that to the Bengkoka 
River. The remainder undulates between 200 ft. and 450 ft. and is moder-
ately sloped and well watered. The Tankalanan is a tributary of the 
Tandek; along it led the first part of our track. On the Tandek side the 
alluvial plain comes to an end near Kalimo; 200 feet is the elevation of 
the Bengkoka bed above the sea, or twice as much as at the point we 
reached on the 9th instant. The vegetable detritus is on an average one foot 
and a half thick, a brown friable mould; the subsoil is disintegrated sand-
stone. The growth very dense; trees of more than three feet girth are scare. 
None of the industrial plants are known to grow hereabout in a wild state. 

The Bengkoka River, forty yards wide, could in time of floods be 
ascended thus far, but the current must be very strong then. A clearing 
indicates the site of former Dusuns village. The people evidently found 
themselves between two fires, through visitors both from Bengkoka and 
Bongon, for they retired to some uninviting mountain-top and only show 
themselves on market-day. We passed one market, held in the bed of the 
Tankalanan.  
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We spent the night camping al fresco. The leaves of wild plantains 
would have afforded a roof in case of rain; but, although wished for, it did 
not come. Thus we kept walking all night, slapping at mosquitos. We had 
made a large fire, just as if we were in a Hungarian plain at winter-time, 
trying to keep the wolves off. But the mosquito is an undaunted brute.  

16th May.  To Penenian: 1 
Penenian: 3 houses, 6 families; Sungao.  
main direction, S.E. Toyon: 7 houses, 21 families; Limbo.  

The tract we have entered is decidedly hilly. From the Bengkoka River 
we rose to 1,350 feet in a steep pitch, and then, from a comparative 
clearing, we could see that there are four different ridges in the east, with 
their main axis running north and south. Further north they seem to 
converge, or rather they must do so. 

The village of Penenian is situated a little to the north of the path to 
Toyon. We called at it in quest of fresh water. Penenian is a little commu-
nity of Mamagun Dusuns. They live a quiet existence on the rice and 
vegetables they grow, on the fowls they rear, and never bother themselves 
about india-rubber and the outer world.  

Ascending from Penenian to the south-eastward, we came through a 
heavy timber forest. On the road to Toyon the highest level above sea was 
2,300; Toyon is situated at 1,800 feet. Kinabalu bears from here due S.W. 
In the vicinity of Toyon is Liput. We are now in the Sonzogon country, 
the source of nearly all the Guttah that finds its way over to Marudu.  

When emerging from the thick forest, what a burst of landscape! How 
the mountains crowd towards the peninsula! A coffee-planter would find 
it worth while to examine it. He could select his elevation up to 3,500 
feet, and the Bengkoka offers water carriage. The forest is partly the same 
growth as on the range between Tambunan and Papar. The soil is very 
porous.  

At Toyon er met Sherif Abdulah, a nephew of Sherif Sea, who goes in 
for guttah percha. The Marudu Sherifs are essentially exporters of that 
produce. The stuff is collected, dressed, and sold by the Dusuns, and 
carried by serfs of the Sherifs to the sea. The export is capable of a large 
increase, on which subject I shall report separately. By the way, I may 
remark the system of bondage exercised by these Sherifs is very hard.  

The Dusuns here call themselves Namagun, but by outsiders they are 
given the name Sundaya. They received us well. Their old man is blind. 
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17th May.  To Tesapong: 3 hours, 6 miles; main direction, E.N.E. 

miles; main course, S.S.E. Tinaan: 7 houses, 2I families; Si Binka. 
The ridge along which we are moving connects those mentioned be-

fore; we already passed two of them. The slopes are steep. No water is to 
be had for miles. There is no higher animal life noticeable in conse-
quence. The rainfall, during the other seasons, must be copious. That is 
shown by the presence of Guttah plants. We travelled seven miles more 
through timber forest. The soil is, as stated, open and porous, almost no 
signs of surface drainage; the gullies are at this season all overgrown. 
Whenever a spring occurs on the hillside there nestles a village close by, 
but villages are few and far between. This comparative paucity of water 
applies by no means to the valleys. 

Departing from the road to Tinaan, we paid the people of Tesapong a 
visit. Siderinka is their head man. In fact, we only came to see Siderinka, 
who is known for his remarkable intelligence; and we left pleased and 
satisfied. 

Around Tinaan a considerable space is under cultivation, while with 
the other villages the planting grounds lie at a distance. These people live 
on the Dioscorea bulb, but they grow rice for sale. The grain is not to be 
had at a short notice: our hosts were busy during the night in husking the 
padi for our consumption. The Bajows coming from the coast only buy 
the padi for the sake of a trifling profit, and to give their women at home 
something to do. 

18th May.  To Mandayo: 3 hours, 8 miles; S.S.E. Mandayo: 5 houses, 15 
families; Lonti. To Paluwayo: 2 houses, 4 miles; main direction, S.S.E. 
Paluwayo: 4 houses, 12 families; Minampul. 

The country traversed to day is watered by the Sonzogon rivulet, an af-
fluent to the Bengkoka. A dense jungle instead of timber forest. In it we 
saw both the Guttah creeper and the Guttah tree. The latter, a Sapotacea, 
yields the stiff variety known in the Singapore market as Guttah kras, or 
Guttah merah (Gutta percha). From the former, representing Roxburgh s 
urceola  is obtained the Guttah lichak, or Guttah susu, the India-

rubber proper, I believe. It is a pity that these Dusuns cut down the tree 
just as they do the creeper. They extract the milk by a number of circular 
incisions from eight inches to one foot apart. I shall enquire in what way 
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they bring about the solidification of the liquid. The milk of the urceola 
we found snow white, but of little consistency at the time. The stem in 
question was one foot in diameter, and but recently tapped. Among the 
Dusuns to the south of Kinabalu a fine is imposed for cutting a tree down; 
at the Upper Kimanis the offender has to pay a buffalo. As guttah col-
lecting gradually comes under the practical control of the Company s 
officers, a sort of jungle-conservancy might be established with 
advantage. Thus, the collectors ought to be taught the American (Para) 
method. Dusuus are a tribe open to sensible advice. 

The rock here is sandstone. In the Sonzogon we found nothing but 
crabs. This to the delight of our men, who are very keen on them. 
I should here refer back to the survey of Marudu Bay. The formation there 
has been ascertained as of sandstone almost throughout. But I omitted 
then to mention that the metamorphic rocks near Tartipan are exceptional. 
It will be remembered that for their blackish appearance the natives had 
taken it for -  (batu asap, i.e., coal) and brought samples to 
Tampassuk. 

At Mandayo we halted during the hot hours, and here at Paluwayo we 
shall stay over night. The Paluwayo is a torrent; it discharges itself into 
the Sonzogon. Here we have a continuous waterway to the sea; but, 
except the main portion of it, the Bengkoka river, it is as good as useless, 
and therefore the rattans from this district will never be an article of 
export. Of beeswax, at the proper season, there is much to be had. The 
same is collected when the padi ripens and the rains subside  Arist us, 
when teaching men the management of bees, gave the Dusuns a lesson 
too, but their domestic lives are yet capable of improvement. As to 
Camphor, the numerous trees mostly belong to the sterile species. 

19th May.  To Palin: 2 hours, 5 miles; main direction, S.E. Palin: 5 houses, 
20 families; Mintoi. 

In the jungle we came through to-day we saw trunks of the gutta-
percha tree having a girth upwards of six feet and nearly a hundred feet in 
height. One of them seemed to overbridge a crevice. We halted at Palin, 
the last viliage in the Sonzogon country. Theae Dusuns have the peculiar-
ity of pronouncing the yo, ya as zo, za. But much more peculiar is their 
indifference to the use of salt. A brine-spring in the vicinity of Palin is 
scarcely ever resorted to, and they never give anything for salt brought to 
them from the coast. This applies to the whole Sonzogon people, who 
live, as already stated, on sweet potatoes and water. The returns for their 
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rice and guttah they hoard up in the darkest recesses of the bush, consist-
ing of brass in every conceivable shape that is the only thing tbeir heart is 
set on. 

Mount Kaidanigan of the geographical maps is not known under such 
name either here or on the coast. There is a rivulet, Kaindangan, 
discharge
we travelled yesterday afternoon. There we were 2,000 feet above the sea, 
but the point was not conspicuous among its surroundings. At present I 
am unable to guess which mountain top may first have caught an eye in 

 
The mountain described from Tankal (Bongon River), in N. 106 (?) E., 

Palin  corresponds, generallv speaking, 
to the tract of Palin we find ourselves in now. When, three days ago, we 
were nearing Toyon we had a glimpse of blue water. The bearings of an 
island answered to Teegabu (south from Mallawalle) 

20th May.  To Waigan: 5 hours. 10 miles; S.S.E. Waigan: 14 families, 7 
houses; Lundi. 

To-day we covered the worst part of a road which was painted to us in 
a discouraging light. That was the passage of Nipis Nulu, about midway 
from Palin to this place, Waigan. Nipis Nulu is the top of a cone, of which 
(through consecutive landslips) just enough is left to allow a footpath 
between two precipices. One of these falls off perpendicularly to a depth 
of perhaps 500 feet. Of the top the natives assert that, in a strong wind, it 
oscillates, reminding one of the celebrated rocking stones of Cornwall. 
But in this case there is no such phenomenon present. We found its 
height, by Boiling Poing, to be 2,446 feet above sea. Palin and Waigan 
are situated at 1,230 and 840 respectively. The vegetation is timber forest, 
but not so open as that we passed through of late. Sugar-cane attains here 
an extraordinary thickness. It is grown for immediate consumption. I am 
not aware of Dusuns ever crushing their sugar-cane: that is done in these 
parts by the Illanuns only. The Dusuns have no name either for molasses 

 

crow files, from the mouth of the Paitan, and to the S.W. of it. However, 
not even the head branches of the Paitan  the Beribi and Sikumpit  
extend so far into the country as our present position. The Paitan is, in 
fact, a small river, whatever its economical importance may be.  
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Waigan is inhabited by Tambonuas (see Marudu, diary 8th and 9th 
inst.). On our arrival here we learn that the village is tabooed for their 
having taken physic all round. We should, in consequence, have camped 
in the open, but an amicable arrangement was brought about; the fowl of 
homage came forward, and ultimately they husked more rice on our 
behalf than we could possibly carry off.  

21st May.  
families; Lampang. To Lum

Katahanan: 2 houses, 12 families. 
To-day we moved westward for the first time since leaving Bongon. 

We shall now draw nearer Kinabalu, which has hitherto been a sort of 
pivot to our journey. Of the villages, Beribi1 and Lumasag there is 
nothing particular to remark. The two rivulets of the same names are 
tributaries to the Likabao, which in turn falls into the Sugut. The range 
crossed yesterday divides the drainage towards Bengkoka and Sugut. We 
are now in Upper Likabao, at Katahanan, which consists of a couple of 
houses; the inmates are Dusuns. The Likabao Valley is here pretty 
distinct, while other depressions in the whole tract, beginning from 
Bengkoka, are scarcely traceable in anything like continuous lines; 
numerous transverse ridges occur. The villages are situated in basins with 
steep sides, of sometimes not more than a score of acres extent.  

South-east from here rises the Menopod mountain, about 3,000 feet 
high, an object of superstitious dread.  

For lovers of pork it may be mentioned that these people keep their 
pigs penned up, fattening them in a regular way, and removing thus an of-
fensive point in Dusun husbandry.  

22nd May.  To Tinagas: 10 hours, 16 miles; S.S.W. Tinagas: 8 houses, 24 
families; Trinkan. 

In approaching the Sugut, the country is well watered; the jungle is 
beautifully dense, and the road through it abominable. Of the rivulets 
crossed, and partly travelled in, the Longom and the Kavilian belong to 
the Melinzao, which flows past the village Tinagas and is received by the 
Sugut on its left shore. The main stream is still some distance off, but the 
district of Tinagas extends on both sides of it. Tinagas is visited by the 

                                                  
1  This is a different Beribi from the one mentioned above. 
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Sulu traders. The inhabitants barter jungle produce of every description 
for salt, cloth, brassware, pottery, and miscellaneous articles. At Likabao 
a small Chinese settlement is said to exist. The Chinamen do business 
principally in the rubber line. Likabao can be easily reached by ascending 
the Sugut. We, on our part, shall next look to the country between here 
and Mokodao, the eastward point of our route in November last. Our visit 
then was reported to these people; and the character we were given as 
paying for everything we got serves as an introduction now.  

By guide returning to Bongon I shall report our further programme to 
Mr. Everett.  

23rd May.  
From here Mentapok is distinctly visible; its highest top bears due 

south. The easternmost of four prominent peaks is the highest; the dis-
tance may be from thirty to forty miles. When at Kiawawi we only saw 
that one peak, the axis of the mountain, running East and West, appar-
ently2. But when descrying from the height behind Morali three pinnacles 
in the S.E. quarter, they belonged to the very same Mentapok. The bear-
ings were drawn on the respective sheet of the former route survey. It re-
ally seems as if this mountain was hidden from every point of on the 

here, as at Kiawawi, call it alike  Mentapok. The mountain towers above 
the surrounding country. But I no longer think it equal in height to Kina-
balu  the unmeasured Kinabalu.  

24th May. 

3 houses, 12 families; Golungong. 
In the diary of November last, I stated that the tribes to the east of 

Kinabalu surpass those nearer to the west coast in a physical respect. And 
here I notice the splendid heads of hair of the male population. Their hair is 
mostly three feet long and is worn tied up in a knot behind when at work on 
the tramp, but when at ease it is loosened. It is a curious sight to see a 
number of men combing each others hair and forming a chain in doing so. 
But their hair is by no means so thick as to support the theory of an 
improvement of the Dusun race by a mixture of Chinese blood. Men and 

                                                  
2  Subsequent observation showed E.N.E. & W.S.W. 
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women alike wear the neck spiral, and the former also a closely fitting 
gun  

The land between Tinagas Proper and Tanid Proper is for the greater 
part abandoned planting ground, now overrun with long grass and scrub. 
But the long grass is shorter and also in other respects different from 
Lalang (Antropogon). The fields bear sweet potatoes intermixed with a 
little Kiladi (caladium), and, where the ground is but moderately inclined, 
the tobacco plant is seen in its bloom. There are as yet no preparations 
made for dressing the rice fields. The slopes are on the whole gentle; we 
even enjoyed a level walk for nearly one mile. Such a treat we had not 
known these last eight days.  

The Tanid rivulet flows into the Melinzao; near it stands one village, 
Tanid, which is now being deserted. The next village, on fresh land, is 
situated westward by two miles and next to the main stream Sugut, 
properly spelled Sugud. Between the two places occurs the brooklet 

 which made us enquire whether the origin of such name was 

nothing. We had soon occasion to test their sincerety, for on being given 
silvered fancy chains they innocently asked whether the silver be 

 The rock here is sandstone; the vegetable mould is less sandy 
than in the forest region from which we have emerged.  

At Tanid a regular cornucopia of rice, vegetables, tobacco and sirih 
leaves was emptied upon us.  

I could, to my great satisfaction, hear the Dusuns of Tinagas, and 
Tanid as well, speak of the Tuan Gobernur  of Sandakan (Mr. Pryer), 
and express their confidence that he would assist them against the Islam 
folk. That is a purely instinctive trust on their part which bids fair for the 
spread of the Company s influence in the upper country. 

A low ridge separates Tanid from the river Sugud. The Sugud here 
comes from the west and makes a sharp turn to S.S.W. The two reaches 
visible scarcely exceed the length of a mile. The inundation part of the 
bed is now high and dry, and the discharge per second, at a mean velocity 

ing the rains it may be six 
times as much. It also must be remembered that many considerable 
feeders debouche below Tinagas. The river is navigable as far as this even 
during the present comparative drought. Its course from here to the sea 
may be computed at between 200 and 250 miles; in this distance the river 
falls no more than 575 feet from its present level, which should imply a 
moderate current and a very serpentine flow. No rapids are said to occur. 
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 of the bed is sand-
stone, but the gravels are a mixtum compositum of trap, loose blende, ser-
pentine, and granite. 

On the left shore we ascended at once to 1,165 feet,  and found 
Nolumpis 805 ft. above the sea. From that point we saw nothing of the 
Sugud, having pursued a S.S.W. direction, while the river seems to take, 
after the junction of its head waters, a northerly sweep. 

25th May, -To Kagasingan: 4 hours, 9 miles; S.W. Kagasingan: 10 houses, 
60 families; Landao. To Kirokot: 2 hours, 5 miles; S. by W. Kirokot: 4 
houses, 30 families; Gumpas. 

About these head-waters, the Kopunkan and Mokodao, something was 
said in the record of our November journey. The object of our revisiting 
the Mokodao was to connect the then route-survey with the present one. 
To effect that we travelled to Kagasingan, a village in a district of the 
same name, situated above the junction, and on the Mokodao branch. 
Here we easily identified the peak of Pinosduan as that of Lansat. That 
was quite enough for our purpose. The peak in question was, during our 
former journey, wrongly pointed out as that of Lansat, and was under that 
name put down on the map. Kagasingan is on the 117th degree longitude E. 
 

halves. The position is, therefore, well fitted to start from when striking, 
as we propose to do, a southerly course through the innermost inferior. 

Between Nolumpis aud Kagasingan the country does not rise to more 
than 1,100 feet. It is mostly covered with old forest, and well watered. On 
the fields around Kagasingan the Nicotiana strikes the eye most. Badly 
cured, it yields a good second class tobacco. 

The people of Kagasingan received us in a friendly way; and when we 
asked for guides to Kirokot, they came forward, on condition that they 
might be back in time for a wedding that was to come off that night; thus 
both parties were satisfied. 

Towards Kirokot we traversed almost level ground-fields and scrub. 
Three cases of fever and one swollen leg. Some of my companions are 

getting thin. 

26th May.  
families; Gariug. 

We tell the people that our next object is to intersect the Linogu River 
somewhere to the east of Danao. There being no track from Kagasingan-
Kirokot to that river, we had to travel to Lansat, situated W.S.W. from 
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Kirokot, and but a few miles east of Lasas (see November diary). On the 
road we obtained a good view of the country to the east of Kinabalu. 
There we could see how Kinabalu appears perfectly covered by the 
mountain of Molong Kolong to an observer posted at Mituo- Kugasingan 
 covered in a manner so as to let Molong Kolong be mistaken for Kina-

balu itself, and thus giving the main mass an apparent extent of many 
miles to the eastward. In fact, it puzzled us during our former journey, 
when, owing to the rainy season, the outlook was rather limited. The 
result was that we charted Mituo a couple of miles to the S.S.W. of its 
actual position; but that is soon corrected. 

Another circumstance to which I want to call attention is the position 
of Kinabalu itself. The same as given on the Admiralty Chart (sheet 
2,660) is evidently wrong. If the point thereon is meant for the highest 
pinnacle, disregarding the whole top of from four to five miles extent and 
of almost uniform height, then the point of that shaded cone will be better 
placed five miles to the S.S.E. from where it stands now (on the Admi-
ralty Chart). That is proved by bearings from points on the coast that are 
fairly determined, and that struck me during former journeys. In the pre-
sent instance, approaching the mountain from the east, the predisposition 
of our senses would rather place it further from us; but in reality Kinabalu 
is found to be much more to the S.S.E. as stated above. 

Lansat is situated on the right bank of the Morali River, a considerable 
affluent to the Mokodao-Sugut. The rock hereabout is serpentine. Be-
tween Mokodao and Lansat the country is almost flat, and on an average 
1,000 feet above the sea. 

In the course of an afternoon and an evening we made close friends 
with our hosts. These people are peaceful, sober, and tattooed. Head-
hunting has become obsolete among them. The crania collected in former 
times seem but little honoured, for they are kept in baskets mixed up with 
all sorts of rubbish. Curious that in sifting the human heads I came on the 
skull of a sun-bear (ursus malayanus). 

27th May.  To Nerawang: 3 hours, 6 miles; S. by W. Nerawang: 3 
houses. 15 families To Bayaon: 3 hours, 6 miles; S.S.E. Bayaon: 4 
houses, 24 families; Bajor. 

The Moroli River (to be distinguished from the river near which the 
village Moroli stands) flows from the south; it would flow from the lake if 
such lake were extant. The Moroli River might, from its quantum of 
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water, be called the third branch of the Sugud. The Moroli is, perhaps, too 
rapid to be practicable. 

Nerawang was made our halting place during the mid-day hours. There 
lives an old man who has on the left side of his face a fleshy appendage 
which, on closer inspection, shows the rudimentary features of a reverted 
face, without eyes and mouth opening. This extraordinary growth is of the 
size of a child s head, and is covered with skin of the usual colour. 

On the way to Bayaon our guides found the path so much overgrown 
(ba an) that they missed the village. We spent the night in a little granary, 
glad to have such a waterproof cover, for it was raining heavily.  

28thMay: To Mangitam: 4 hours. 8 miles; S.S.W. Mangitam: 2 houses, 10 
families; Maman Salakin. 

We went on to Mangitam, after having at Bayaon bought some provi-
sions and engaged fresh guides. 

In these parts the returns of cereal and other crops are not known to 
fail. But the land has been worked over a wide tract, and during these last 
three days we came through scarcely any patches of virgin forest. Every-
where are traces of the migratory habits of the Dusun tribe; they shift their 
planting grounds as shepherds their pastures. 

The main level of this district is 1,200 feet above the sea; the ground 
rises to 1,600 in two ridges which we crossed, and there are a few out of 
the way cones attaining perhaps to 1,800. With regard to our sick parties, 
it is fortunate that the ground is no longer so difficult as from Bengkoka 
to Tinagas. 

The Moroli River is near Mangitam, a torrent. In its affluents on the 
right shore, the Waluh, Pasion aud Sopayan, we covered part of the way. 
The rock is serpentine. 

Of the hamlets, Kahira and Gakob, nothing particular is to be said, and 
neither of Mangitam, our present quarters. It should, perhaps, be remarked 
that villages in the interior are currently spoken of under the name of their 
headman, if such headman be popular, or if the village consists of but one 
single house. That custom tends to create a certain confusion, and one 
cannot too precisely ask for the name of the place proper. It is better to 
apply to the old man himself. Younger members of Dusun communities 
are often ignorant of the proper name of their native haunt. 

29 th May.  To Inowantei: 3 hours, 5 miles; S. by E. Inawantei: 1 house, 
2 families; Gangar. To Tamalau: 4 hours, 6 miles; S.E. Tamalau: 2 
houses, 12 families; Selima. 
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Towards Inowantei we travelled on a ridge, bearing in its highest point 
the name Derigi. That point is 2,650 feet above sea and 1,100 feet above 
the nearest level of the Linogu River. The Linogu Valley is enclosed be-
tween the range in question and another of similar average height. The 
Linogu Valley is here a broad feature, without, however, having at its 
bottom any more space than that occupied by the river bed.3 On the 
southern slope of the Derigi stands a single house forming the hamlet of 
lnowantei. In its vicinity the forest is almost untouched by the axe, in-
cluding even that of the guttah-collector. For these people do not know 
the gutta percha tree, and of indiarubber they know but little, there being 
no great demand. When rambling in the bush, the experienced eyes of my 
men noticed guttah trees and rubber vines of the best description. 

The Linogu Valley runs, generally speaking, E.S.E. and East, and so 
do the ranges which we descried further south. In E.S.E. to W.N.W. 
seems to lie the main-axis of the mountain lines that traverse what used to 
be the lake region. Such development is connected with the courses of the 
two rivers Linogu aud Kinabatangan. 

From Inowantei we carried off the whole male population as guides, that 
is to say, three men were handsomely recompensed in advance tor taking 
us to Tamalau. During a halt, one of their spears stuck in the ground, 
happened to fall down and to inflict a slight cut on the head of one of our 
men. The Dususs, at first mortally frightened, composed themselves on 
our assurance that we would not hurt them in return. The wounded man, a 
Sulu, was disciplined enough not to run amuck on the spot. 

Another little incident of yesterday morning may also be recorded 
here. When about midway to Mangitam, a Dusun came up with us to 
complain that an adze of his disappeared from the field hut in which we 
spent the night before Bayaon. The man was satisfied on my instantly 
having a package of brand new adzes opened and one given him for 
shame sake. He could see that we are amply provided ourselves. The 
missing adze was, if at all, pilfered by our former guides, who were Ka-
gasingan people. But theft among Dusuns of the interior is, I understand, 
of rare occurrence. 

                                                  
3  That has subsequently been found to be true only as far as Mangkalabu. Further 

eastward the mountains recede and gradually lower away, except the Mentapok and 
Meliao stocks. 
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birds Dusuns are superstitious in a great many ways. But what civilized 
man is quite free from superstition which, according to Schopenhauer is 

bottom of common superstition just as of the belief in omens. The belief 
in birds here applies to their note, and not, as with the Dyaks and Romans, 
to the flight. Each village seems to have special good and bad birds of its 
own, ornithology in a singular garb. Early yesterday morning some mem-
ber of the lark family warbled beautifully, when the guides suddenly 
stopped. ?  they asked me (who happened 
just then Well, it is a good one, I am 

   
 They obeyed, and I fancied they were persuaded. But on 

nearing the next village on the road, the Dusuns declared they would 
rather give back their fee than walk any further on account of that bird. 

ll  In fact, however, the the 
same men took us as far as we wanted. Why? Simply because their good 
bir  On hearing that we are no longer 

 they confessed when a hornbill overcroaked a whole congress of 
winged singers. 

The Derigi ridge afore-mentioned may be considered as parting the af-
fluents to the Moroli and the Linogu rivers, or, taking the range as pro-
longed towards E.f as the watershed between the Sugud and the Linogu. I 
learn at Tamalau that part of such watershed is formed by the Mentapok 
which directs the Mentapok rivulet to the Linogu, and the Tokad river to-
wards the Sugud. I anticipate by stating here that the peaked mountain 
Mentapok rises in the vicinity of the Sagolitan and Tampulong villages, 
which are situated respectively one and two days  journey down stream 
from here (Tamalan). 

From Danao to Inowantei (distinguish from Ginowantei) the Linogu 
has already fallen 500 feet. The distance between the two places is 
covered by Dusuns on foot in about two days. From Inowaintei to the sea 
the Linogu alters its level 1,100 feet. That, combined with a mean veloc-
ity of eight feet per second, enables us to estimate the length of its course 
from here to the mouth at no more than 100 to 120 miles (considering 
there are no falls). The discharge to-day here was 3,800 cubic feet every 
second, or about three-quarters of what passed the Sugud at Tinagas when 
we crossed it. But while the Sugud can attain to six times its then quan-
tum, this river here will scarcely double its present discharge. The Linogu 
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is pretty swollen just now; it must have rained heavily of late up-country. 
We, ourselves, were drenched three afternoons consecutively. The rock of 
the river in chlorite slate, of a confused stratification, but there are many 
trap dykes; each kind quartz-veined. 

Our further information about this river was obtained at Tamalau. The 
path thither takes more climbing and creeping than walking, as is always 
the case in travelling along rivers on foot, and between hills that rise right 
from the margin of the stream. The Linogu was at the time nowhere less 
than one fathom deep. 

The Linogu. here also called Kuananan, is no doubt one and the same 
river with the Labuk. It was Mr. Pryer who suggested that first. But to 
these people neither  are known as a denomina-
tion current in the lower part. And that is the more strange, as not only 
Sulu traders are in the habit of ascending in small prahas as far as Ina-
wantei, but the Dusuns themselves have visited the Islamitish settlements 

4 
5 -

gan  the name spoken of at Danao and westward. Mr. Pryer in a letter to 
me, kindly mentioned that the natives at Bokis, up the Labuk, take the 
Linogu to be the Upper Labuk, and not, as I recorded from Danao, a 
branch of Kinabatangan.  

According to information obtained at this place, Tamalau, the districts 
succeed each other down stream as follows: Sogolitan, Tampulong, 
Dumpas and Rungus. They reach Rungus, at low water, in four days 
canoeing, and they ascend in seven to eight days. Just above Rungus, the 
Tonsuon River is said to join on the left shore; on it are reported Sogo and 
Labuh. Our hosts never heard of a village Bokis; nor could they be ex-
pected to know all the names where villages must be numerous. On the 
other hand it is not likely that Mr. Pryer ascended as far as Tampulon, for 
else he would have heard about the Mentapok, or seen it. We presently 

-
wich. The Mentapok will become visible again when we traverse the right 
shore, and there cross the ranges on the road to Kinabatangan alias Ka-
gibangan (?). From our present position the river is seen to flow south, 
meandering though; but the valley further down makes a turn towards 

                                                  
4  This is wrong, for the Rungus villages are uppermost of the Durapas district. 
5  See rectification later. 
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some point to the north of S.E. But even the reference to Mentapok is not 
conclusive with regard to the place reached by the Resident of Sandakan 
in August last. For, the natives tell me, the peaks of the mountain are re-
spectively called from west to east, Mandawi, Mentapok and Monkabao. 
The reason why I say so much about Bokis is that if I were sure where to 
find that place, I would steer straight for it, as I had half a dozen of my 
men to despatch down river. The poor fellows are leg and back sore in a 
painful manner, not to speak of the attending ague. I shall temporise with 
them as far as Kagibangan (Kinabatangan ?), reachable from here, they 
tell me, in three days. The programme of our journey is adhered to by 
rounding the Mentapok to the westward, so far as the route to Siboku im-
plies. The majority of us are quite in condition to push on for another 
fortnight yet, and I should not be justified in laying our course at once 
nearer the east coast.  

30th May.  
We learn from this people the following names of Sulumen and other 

Mahomedans either living or carrying on business at Lower Linogu. The 
Dusuns know: Datus, Sirakaya, Asebih. Sabendar, Dekula, Alun, and 
Garal, the last known to them also as Panglima Garal.  

It struck me that nearly all the men of Tamalau are tattooed, including 
even mere lads. They are marked on breast, shoulders, and arms, the same 
as our friends of Upper Sugut. But while with those tattooing distin-
guishes the hero of an inter-tribal war, here at Tamalau it signifies some-
thing very different. When remarking about these signs of prowess, they 
at once said their custom was different from the people of Bundo, Morali, 
Kagasingan, Lansat &c.; and then we heard a tale which betrays a horrible 
side of the Dusun character, although they spoke with a glee like children 
talking about their sport, and they laughed good-humouredly to our cross 
questions about slowly extracting blood from their victims, or preserving 
the heads. &c. This  consists in the following:  
When they had been damaged in their plantations and other property by 

 they kill every Suluman they can get hold of. The Ma-
homedan chiefs, in order to keep the river open, then used to reconcile 
them by giving the aggrieved community some slave  to dispose of; this 
is done by tying the slave up und spearing him through the thorax, which 
accomplished, the men in the village each take a cut at the quivering 
body. Whoever does that has a right to tattoo himself. They afterwards 
bury the dead without retaining the skull, for the Sulu chiefs do not wish 
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 [ ] They assure us they are not the same tribe who are 
reported as catching the blood of such victims in small bamboos on pur-
pose of sprinkling it over their fields; but they are certainly the same 
people of which the Danao men, pointing to E.S.E., said, Don t go there; 
they  Evils like that must needs be faced before they can be 
cured. We are now prepared to meet, south of Kinabatangan, two-legged 
man-eaters. 

31st May.  On to- dei I have to refer to some re-
marks made the day before yesterday. When at Tamalau, we told the 
Dusuns we wanted to reach that large river in the south, the Kinabatangan 
and they replied they know but one large river in the south of Tamalau, 
and that is t  They said we had to make three halts, 
namely at Mirawandei, at Kopuron, and at Sindobon, which latter place is 
on the banks of the Kagibangan. This morning it first struck us that we 
never crossed to the right shore, and that the Linogu continued flowing 
south. Then we found that Mirawandei is situated in the Linogu Valley, 
and we heard that so is our second station that is to be. In fact, it came out 
that the Kagibangan is an affluent to the Linogu on the right bank, of 
which circumstance we were yesterday told nothing. The Kinabatangan is 

 which name I remember to 
have heard further north as belonging to a distinct tribe of the Kinabatan-
gan district.  

Between this and yesterday s place we passed the hamlets Garak and 
Tadaron. There exists no doubt, also a Bokis, but we fail to extract infor-
mation about it, even from our present hosts, it may be stated that these 
Aborigines are genuine Dusun, and that I have not up to the present time 
collected more than one dozen words which are idiomatic to themselves. 
They very nearly all speak Tindal, a dialect known to each man of our 
party, excepting an Arab and my Chinese boy. We are therefore not per-
haps at a loss how to get along with conversation. This will show how one 
has to grope one s way. Dusuns are not given to telling gratuitous fibs, 
but you have in every case to go and see for yourself, to make sure. 

The river shores to the south of Tamalau are in places flat and overrun 
with Lalang grass. There are crocodiles hereabout, by which the Dusuns 
lose dogs, pigs, and their worthy selves, which may show that the Linogu 
is between this and the lower grounds by no means blocked by shallows. 

s name for 
  All the 
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villages here are situated high above the river level; Inowantei, for in-
stance, 500 ft., Tonalau 500ft., Mirawandei 700ft. For their plantations 
they select localities hidden from view from the river; and the ascent is as 
precipitous as the descent. On questioning the people why they perch so 
high, we learn that they are much in fear of the Dumpas men, a Ma-
homedan community midway, perhaps, between this and the sea. 

From here s 
the Wodan Mountain. The Wodan  the name sounds somewhat like 
northern mythology  answers exactly to the northernmost top of the 

 which is on the maps drawn as if pulling up short on 
Lake  I estimate the Wodan at 8,000 ft.; the 

same is very likely a centre of elevation. 

1st June.  Fancy yourself lying awake with fever waiting until lassitude 
will allow you to sleep somehow, and all the night through a score of girls 
singing at the top of their voices, We are going to have pork to-morrow, 

 Such was the situation of my sick companions 
and my own last night. The Dusuus 

Vigi  on the eve of a great festival. The villagers of Miro-
wandei are going to enjoy themselves. There is no such custom further 
west. We on our part did not interfere with them. 

Except pigs, no live stock here; and no fruit beyond plantains and Du-
rian. As if that were not enough. Fancy, Durian! The Dusuns have the 
word  for it. If there be with my followers any secret expec-
tation as to the end of our present journey, it is that we should be back to 
Tampasuk in time for the Durian season, which gives me six weeks  grace 
from this date. 

Having descended to the river side we built rafts. On these we floated 
down until we reached Si Hino s, a Suluman s house. The distance is only 
five miles, the river gentle. Whenever shoals occur there are also channels 
deep enough for small craft. It must be remembered that the river has di-
minished nearly one fathom since we measured it at lnowantei. 

Si Hino s place was on our arrival converted into a sick room. The 
head of the party came down in a delirium of fever. 

2nd June. It is to be hoped that the attack on me will not develop into the 
malignant ague of last year. My men are likewise picking up. There are 
only five of them really ailing. If we are thus comparatively free from the 
effects of unwonted diet (for we live as Dusuns) and of climatic exposure, 
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we attribute it mainly to the circumstance that Surgeon Cockle is a spir-
itual member of our expedition. 

The district here is called Mangkalabu; it is at a distance of two days  
paddling down stream from Dumpas. Our host, Si Hino, is living by him-
self at the riverside; he tells us that the Dumpas are Tambonuas, who 
came originally from the Sugut and Paitan; they are converts. 

 N., having more than half the dis-
tance from Danao flowed E.S.E. and then South. A little below here. Si 
Hino says, commences the turn towards E. (E.N.E. ?), as corresponding 
with the mouth of the Labuk marked on the Admiralty Chart. 

Kinabalu. throwing off his cloak of clouds, becomes visible at sunset 
i  

3rd June.  To Liposu: 7 hours (rafting). 21 miles; E. by S.  
There being no track from Mangkalabu to the Kinabatangan, we had to 

descend the Linogu further. We did so for twenty one miles, and put up at 
a single house, called Liposu, for the night. This house stands quite near 
the river also. We had seen just as little of it as of the villages on the road, 
of which there may be many. This place belongs to the district Tam-
pulong; that of Sogolitan we came through to-day, but its people are said 
to live on a particularly bad footing with the Dumpas,6 and are therefore 
all but invisible. 

The meanderings of the Linogu resulted in a general course from Si 
Hino s to this of E. by S. There are no rapids that would interrupt the 
Linogu or Laibuk River as a practicable road to the very centre of the 
Company s territory7. The same will be found the more practicable the 
lower the water. Its shores are mostly high and jungle-clad. The rock is in 
this part chlorite-slate as at Tamalau, and limestone. The Kagibangan 
forks in two branches into the main stream a little below Si Hino s, and 
on the right bank. From there upwards the Linogu is also called 
Kuananan, the one right hand Kagibangan  
meaning the one on the left hand. The Kagibangan is the inferior of the 
two. The Dusuns say it flows from the mountain Kitonduru, which, when 

                                                  
6  See remark 31st ult. 
7  This alters the statement made on 30th November last, according to which there were 

but two rivers int he Company s territory which can be called streams, the 
Kinabatangan and the Sugut. It is the final scope of present journey to determine the 
magnitude of the Siboku.  
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pointed out to me from Mirowandei, I recognised as the Bolinkadus of 
Kiawawi-Mukab. The Kagibangan was at the time quite limpid, and we 
could see that it did not mix with the muddy Linogu water for more than a 
mile, always keeping the right shore.  

Of the numerous hills rising along the Linogu, the outskirts of the 
Mentapok are the loftiest; we could not, however, see the main peak, 
which must be, according to former bearings, somewhere to the N.N.W. 
of this place (Liposu). 

On what seems to be the lower limit of Sogolitan we noticed a queer 
exhibition of the animosity towards Dumpas. There a rope, i.e., rattan, 
was stretched across the river, from which dangled all sorts of friendly 
mementoes, such as sharpened bamboos, wooden choppers, snares, &c. 

4th June.  To Punguh: 3 hours, 8 miles (rafting); E.S.E. 
The family on whose hospitality we intruded last night would only take 

glass beads in exchange for their rice. But to cater sufficiently for all my 
children  as the Bajows style themselves, we had to raft as far as Punguh. 
Between the two places guttah collectors are known to strike through the 
bush south, if they want to reach the Melian (Kinabatangan). That is to 
say, they first get on the Koun Koun rivulet, which falls into the Kinaba-
tangan; but there is no village on the road for fully five days, and there is 
at the Koun Koun no wood either that could be made into rafts. I should 
here insert that no bamboo grows on the Linogu shores below Miro-

 the iron-wood of Sarawak, is plentiful. The 
guttah and camphor hunters, when at Koun Koun, dig out canoes, which, 
when not in use, they conceal in the forest. For us, the question resolved 
itself into either doing the same thing or hauling canoes across the water-
shed. We decided on the latter course for palpable reasons. 

Punguh and Buis are the last non-Mahomedan villages down stream; 
the inhabitants are Tambonuas. Rowing down the river to-day we passed 
several groups of Dumpas men, busy in manufacturing the guttah of 
commerce from the produce collected in the adjacent forests. To them 
both varieties are known. Also at Punguh we met several people from 
Dumpas. They all speak Sulu, besides their own idiom, Tambonus,8 and 
the impression they make is not bad. But I, for my part, should prefer the 

  

                                                  
8  See May 8th and 9th ult. 
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To the S.S.E. of Liposu rises the the mountain group of Melise, the 
highest top of which may be some 4,000 feet. Both the Mentapok and the 
Meliao are by the western and northern Dusuns believed to be as high or 
higher than Kinabalu. The Mentapok we could see this afternoon again. 

above 7,000 ft. Mentapok is, property told a range extending for about ten 
miles in E.N.E.  W.S.W. An ascent of the highest top, which is called 
Mandawi, would offer an opportunity for establishing the orographic 
features of the country for a certainty. The Mentapok is the loftiest ground 

 

5th June. The arrangements for the purchase of three canoes took us the 
whole day. An important business was also to think of our sick compan-
ions. I decided on sending ten men down the river, and to enable them to 
procure the conveyance to Sandakan. To that end they are provided with 
trade goods and medicines enough for ten days, and with a Malay letter 
addressed to all the Hajis and Chiefs of the river and country Labuk. In 
such letter is briefly stated the case of our men, and the request made that 
they should be assisted in every way; in particular I asked that some craft 
should take them on to Elopura, where Mr. Pryer would defray the ex-
penses. To that gentleman I wrote an outline of our journey from Bongon, 
and of our proposed further movements. To-morrow morning our two 
parties will separate; under the circumstances it is the best I can do for our 
invalids. The impressions I derived from Dumpas men and the people 
here, tends to quiet me on the point of safety in this river, between here 
and the sea. Then our men take four rifles and one revolver with them, be-
sides so many krisses. The leading man, Hussein, is also plucky enough to 
ward off any attempt at enslavement. The latter point is the only one that 
gave me any occasion for reflection. After what is experienced on the 
west coast, in the vicinity of a Crown Colony like Labuan, my apprehen-
sions will be understood. 

They call the district around Punguh Delamason. The river already 
bears the name Labuk. Bokis is but a short distance further down. These 
people remember Mr. Pryer s visit of August last very well. They seem 
fully impressed that their allegiance is due to the Datu Bandara. The 
Kampongs between this and Bokis are Mankap, Buis, Anchuon9, Togoron 
                                                  
9  Anchuon, river and village, is the same that the Dusuns call Tonsuon. Mr. Pryer also 

heard it called Angenon. Similarly Tampulong and Ampulong are one and the same 
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and Sumilad. About the remainder Mr. Pryer has given authentic infor-
mation; I, therefore, need not repeat from hearsay.  

Enough that the Labuk is inhabited, too, above Bokis. But the villages, 
as said of Tamalau and Sogolitan, are placed as if lying in ambush for the 
Dumpas men. On the whole the population, when compared to that in the 
Highlands of North Borneo, has become thin. It falls off much more rap-
idly towards the east than towards the west, while towards the south the 
density of inhabitants increases. (See Kanupir Valley and Tambunan.) 
That does not mean that the Sulu side of the Company s territory is less 
inhabitable than the rest. These parts can, in fact, be peopled with the 
greatest advantage to all parties concerned; and the Government of San-
dakan is, I dare say, in a fair way of solving the problem.  

The Linogu is at Punguh, 324 ft. above the level of the sea. The name 
Tongod, said to belong to a river and village below Bokis, reminds one of 
Tangod which was mentioned at Pinowantei (Mukab-Pinowantei) as the 
name of a tribe near the Mentapok. 

The Dumpas people seem to depend for their supply of rice a great 
deal on what they get from the Dusuns. Hence the quarrels and hostilities. 
A Mahomedan community is always hard up for food; they never grow 
rice sufficient for their own consumption, and frequently nothing but 
sweet potatoes, which want little looking after. That wholesome and pro-
lific grain, Indian corn, is as yet too little appreciated.  

An application from Dumpas men was made to me against Sogolitan; 
also one from Tambonuas versus Tambonuas. The former turns on their 
being at loggerheads for padi supply, the latter is a theft case. Applicants 
were told I would bring their cases before the Resident of Sandakan. That 
is, they said, exactly what they wished me to do. 

The headman of Punguh, Pangerapan, has a good instinct of decency. 
We feel quite easy in his clean and airy house. In the evening a concert 
came off, when a Tambonua song was sung in which some of our men 
took part. The tune was monotonous, but the performance had a homely 
touch in it, for it consisted in the persons slowly moving in a circle around 
the Damar light. In doing so they held each other crosswise by the hands 
as in The days of auld lang syne . 

                                                                                                                           
district. Dusuns, owing to their inability of pronouncing initial vowels, often corrupt 
names which are not Dusun, although whey may be of general Malay sound. 
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6th June.  The distance to the mouth of the Labuk takes three days mod-
erate travelling, but, as the crow flies, it is thirty-four nautical miles only. 
In parting company, the invalids floated down the river, and we reascended it. 
We only went a couple of miles above Punguh. Guttah collectors engaged 
to carry our luggage, but they would not assist at hauling the canoes. That 
was their condition. In consequence the luggage was shifted at once to 
the above mentioned Koun Koun rivulet, which done, the Tambonnas 
bade us adieu. The distance across the watershed is only four miles, our 
biggest canoe 27 ft. The ground is greatly undulating, the highest point 
only 180 ft. above the then level of the Linogu, 170 ft. above that of Koun 
Koun, and 580 ft. above the Sea. The vegetation is a fine old forest with 
rather dense underwood. We did our best, but could not manage to bring 
the canoes to this rivulet last night. Heavy rain kept us a good while at 
work, and does so in excess after it now. Every leaf seemed to be turned 
into a leech, and all the leeches to turn upon us. However, rather an ounce 
of blood to a leech than a drop of it to a mosquito.  

7th June. This morning the canoes were launched into what was for us a 
new river system. Alas, the longest of them proved cracked, and yet we 
had carried it as cautiously as if it had been a coffin. After an attempt at 
caulking the leak we started. It is no shame to confess that I do not know 
where this rivulet emerges into the Kinabatangan, but, I am afraid, it does 
so much to the eastward. Native opinions on that differ. Some say it takes 
two days from the mouth of the Koun Koun to the sea, while others assert 
it takes as many as the creation of the world. 

The Koun Koun evidently drains the Meliao to the Kinahatangan, as 
the Talupid does towards the Linogu. The Koun Koun, from where we 
commenced navigating it, is only ten yards wide and full of snags. Its cur-
rent is there moderately rapid for the present half-flooded state. It flows 
through an alluvial bed; for thirteen miles we could nowhere see a lump 
of rock. The vegetation on its shores might be called the type of a tropical 
virgin forest. The guttah and camphor in it is yet to be collected, and until 
it is done the rattans will lay waste. What a profusion of jungle produce, 
and what animal life. Besides deer and bisons we saw giants of orang-
utans. The argus-pheasant seems very common. 

8th June In this part the river is on an average twenty yards wide, and 
there is generally more water in it than snags. But there are yet logs in the 
way that entail unloading the canoes and lifting them across. At one point 
a misty snag prepared us a regular mishap. The leading canoe passed it, 
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but the other two capsized, the largest and the smallest craft. The tide was 
strong, the depth two fathoms, and the crocodiles  well, we did not 
think of them. As it was, everybody saved himself, and we all tried to 
save our wrecked chattels. The actual loss consisted in one basket of 
beads and brassware, one Snider rifle, two krisses, one spear, and a couple 
of saucepans. 

To-day we passed two parties of Labuk men engaged in guttah work. 
The forest presents the same aspect as described above, the ground is 

apparently one continuous dead level. 
Almost the first rocks that we see crop out from a dangerous rapid of 

considerable extent. We shall have to make a portage. In the meantime we 
build our leaf huts for the night. If the Koun Koun be also practicable, 
these rapids are no doubt a limit to its navigability. I guess, we are now 
about half way to the junction with the Kinabatangan. The rock is a 
chemically formed quartz-rock. 

9th June.  The portage was our first thing in the morning. We re-embarked 
below the rapids, and were gaily paddling along, when, behind a sharp 
turn, the trunk of a tree was all but blocking up the river. The current, 
setting at this particular spot not less than six knots an hour, threw the 
leading canoe athwart that mighty obstacle, upset it, and keel-hauled 
canoe and all. The loss sustained is more serious than that of yesterday, 
nearly all the instruments and medicines went to the bottom, to say noth-
ing of private property. The other two canoes were some distance behind, 
and remained invisible for a long while. Our misgivings that they should 
have come to grief on a previous snag proved true. The longest canoe, 
very leaky, turned up at last, reporting that they had both capsized, and 
that the smallest craft, a new one though, had gone to pieces; men and 
stores were all right, and the men would close up with us on foot  in any 
case they would walk on towards the village let it be for two days. I at 
once despatched the longest canoe down stream to try and make the vil-
lage, pressing on as hard as they could, and to return with assistance. 
They were given the great part of trade goods, and all the papers; rice we 
retained, the little yet available leaving them enough for one meal. We on 
our part would wait for our companions behind, and then arrange further. 
Three men thus proceeded in one canoe while few of us waited in the sec-
ond canoe for the remaining nine men. 

While thus waiting, a swarm of wasp fastened on us and put us to 
flight. We made, however, a stand a quarter of a mile further down. After 
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some time we had reason to suppose our nine friends had traversed 
though the bush in trying to cut off the points, the river twisting a good 
deal. We therefore ran for a couple of miles further on. In doing so we 
bumped on an awash rock and capsized. Another package of ours was 
engulphed. If that continues on such a rate we shall, before reaching the 
Kinabatangan, Be in a position to topple over with impunity. The water is 
muddy, rapid, and deep; everything valuable sinks and is lost for ever, 
mere trifles float and are preserved  amongst them your obedient servant, 
the writer. 

From the morning s start, the rapids, we only covered six miles; the 
nine men were cast ashore at about half the distance. We shall extend our 
present halt over night. Here we sit shoutuig for our friends and cooking 
for them. They have but little boiled rice in keeping. 

The Koun Koun is getting more and more turbulent, there must have 
been much rain up-country as we had it these three last nights. 

10th June.  A day of trial. Towards midnight we awoke in our leaf hut  
swamped. The water had since nightfall risen by one-and-a-half fathoms. 
We retired to a higher level, the water followed us. In the morning we had 
to run the gauntlet in our tiny craft; no bamboo or other buoyant wood 
available to make it more steady. For eleven cable lengths it went on, at 
the twelfth we were caught by the branch of some tree, which would be, 
perhaps, eighteen feet above a medium level of the river. The struggle for 
the canoe was short, we had to let it go and the rice basket with it. 

Among my men is now but one Illanun; two other Illanuns were 
among the batch of invalids ordered down the Labuk to Sandakan. It is 
characteristic that, while the Bajowas assist each other and try to save our 
goods, the Illanun lets go everything and makes straight for the land. The 
individual in question and most of us swim like sharks; and yet, could you 
have seen these plucky Bajows how piously they thanked God for the 
preservation of their lives, and I must in justice add, for that of their 
master. The Koun Koun in flood is a wild water. 

We happened to find ourselves on the left bank, our missing friends 
were said to be on the right one. In walking on we discovered the ground 
to be in this part much broken. Between the low hills bordering the river, 
muddy pools are formed, some of them now of a considerable extent. A 
few of these loughs we swam through, the others we walked around. One 
makes little headway in such toilsome pursuit. Towards sunset we pre-
pared our usual shelter of leaves and twigs. Then there was a hailing, 
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audible from the river: we responded. In fact, we were continually hailing 
and shouting all day long. We recognised the voices as belonging to the 
nine men; they were on rafts. Two of the poor fellows did not object to 
join us by swimming a pool and climbing up a steep mountain side. In 
reward we had to disappoint them Can you give us something to eat , 
they gasped. 

11th June.  After another night of thunderstorm we went first to see our 
friends on the second raft. There were four men on it. Three others had 
preferred to drift on a log, but had not been seen since early yesterday. 
The raft of the two men that spent. the night with us was smashed. After 
urging the men afloat to make the village, we parted company. About two 
miles further on, another hail from below  our four navigators reap-
peared. They had been wrecked and would walk. The choppers worked a 
winding path through the jungle; but in doing so the hands grew weaker 
and weaker. What a store this forest is of everything that makes a tropical 
dominion valuable from the very outset! But there is in this glorious 
waste of trees absolutely nothing which the homo sapiens could feed upon 
in an emergency.10 My Bajows, bred in the jungle, were at a loss in spite 
of their many resources against famine. 

Then I told them we should keep to the river, where we could make 
rafts of rotten logs that float, the fresh wood being throughout heavy as 

-hill and down-hill
let us cling to the river; it is so much 

easier to die near the river- [ ] The Euro-
pean, hungry though, but better fed than they are, could here laughingly 
answer, We cert  

In fact, we shortly afterwards reached a spot which was a former 
planting ground. Among the weeds and scrub the Bajows revived, and so 
did the undersigned himself: we were as good as grazing. Then we had a 
halloo from our three faithful companions that had escaped the flood and 
reached the village in safety. They were now in search of us, in a fine 
canoe, accompanied by Orang Kaya Binua, of Parayon. We all embarked, 
and descended to Parayon. It was late at night when we arrived at the 
Orang Kaya s house, which is the one situated furthest up the river. 

My three companions, reported as adrift on a log, are, alas! yet miss-
ing. On our way to this place we agreed with a party of guttah hunters 
                                                  
10  It must be understood that we were drenched to the very gunpowder. 
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they should the very same night ascend the Koun Koun looking out for 
the three men. To-morrow morning I would take further steps myself. 

12th June.  I would exult over the return of our commies. They had been 
picked up clinging to their log. The legs of one of them are somewhat 
numbed, another is vomiting, the third does not mind it at all. Four days  
flirtation with crocodiles! 

Where we met Orang Kaya Binua s party, four and a half miles from 
here, the Koun Koun changes its name to Lukan. As the Lukan it falls into 
the Kinabatangan, but that is said to be yet one day s paddling off. The 
people of the Linogu informed us so far correctly in stating that the mouth 
of the Koun Koun takes four days down stream. Where the nominal alter-
ation of the river occurs, i.e., where they picked us up, there stood for-
merly a village, Sapaan, and there also joins a rivulet, named Luon do 
Parei, on the left shore. Below there the shores are flat, and the jungle is 
interrupted by abandoned planting ground. The stream is fifty yards wide, 
easy, and too deep for snags. 

The principal growth is rice and sugar-cane. The Tambonuas know 
how to prepare raw sugar. The welcome gift of Orang Kaya Binua con-
sisted in a cupful of molasses and a lamp of bay-salt. Heuresement dans 

 The quality of tobacco is even 
lower than the grounds whereon it is grown. I quite understand the trou-
bles we had with the rain11 on seeing the rice stalks here two feet high. At 
Tampassuk the season is not so advanced; there they just commence to 
dress their rice fields. On the other hand, the rains  Kinabalu  
that is. to the S.E., E., and N.E. of it  set in much later than on the west 
coast (see Marudu Diary, September and November). 

The river is visited by Sulu and Sagamo (Bajow) traders. The inhabit-
ants of the Lukan are unconverted Tambonuas. They incline towards 
Islamism, for they are polygamists; Dusuns as a rule are not, that is to say, 
they usually take a second wife if the first be getting old. Their religious 
convictions culminate in their being after death transferred to the top of 

  the general belief with Dusuns. If a Dusun feels his end ap-
proaching he allows his finger-nails to grow long, so that he may be sure 
in scrambling up the steep and naked sides  The waters rush-
ing from the gullies of Kinabalu have a name of their own (Tatse di 
Nabalu), In them .  Considering that 
                                                  
11  I hear from Mr. Pryer that these early rains are rather unseasonable. 
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a well-to-do Dusun is, before burial, doubled up into a jar, the idea of his 
becoming a member of a trans-Stygian Alpine Club is rather ludicrous. 

Having had occasion to observe Tambonuas in four different rivers 
pretty far apart, I can safely assert them to be superior to the Dusuns 
proper in several respects. Industry and quick perception are common to 
all the aborigines in the northernmost Borneo: but the Tambonua is free 
from drink and dirt, and there is about Tambonuas not only nothing fero-
cious known, but they are possessed of the only redeeming feature of the 
pure Malay race, namely, a sense of decency and politeness.  

In the afternoon I re-ascended the Lukan for three miles, that was, to 
where the tracing of the river-course had been broken off at yesterday s 
nightfall. 

13th June. On the way to the Kinabatangan we counted no more than 
twenty-five houses, scattered over five miles of the river-course. The re-
maining portion of the latter was found to-day fifteen miles and a half 
long. That gives the whole Lukan River twenty miles navigable through-
out  at floods, even for a steamer drawing ten feet. To that the Koun 
Koun would add, for small craft, thirty-six miles, of which, however, only 
eleven are below the rapids. It is, on the whole, a respectable waterway 
into the zone between Kinabatangan (Meliao) and Labuk (Linogu). I un-
derstand the Lukan Koun Koun to be the most considerable of all afflu-
ents to the Kinabatangan, keeping its head-waters apart. 

That this long stretch of country (the one between Labuk and Kinaba-
tangan) is almost uninhabited, will hardly prevent its being resorted to as 
a source of guttah, rubber, camphor, bees-wax, and rattans. There is but a 
small tract on either end of the Koun Koun where collecting produce has 
been initiated, but scarcely breaks into such a vast field.  

Above twenty-five houses belong to the three communities, Parayon, 
Seroi, and Bolikong. At the latter place lives the leading man, Laksamana 
Tabaku. At the time of the Datu Bandara s visit, the Laksamana s village 
was at Bintasan12 
from Kuala (in Sulu Semud) Lukan. Since then they shifted into this river.  

The lower Lukan floods the country on both sides of it. We found the 
Kinabatangan of a high level too. Halted for the night three-quarters of a 
mile above Sabougan, not knowing the village to be so near by. 
                                                  
12  Mr. Pryer tells me that this, or little further up, was the extreme point reached by the 

 in February, 1878. 
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14th June.  Referring to the men that drifted down the Koun Koun, I 
have to state that one of them is suffering much indeed. I fear his ague is 
coupled with dysentery. Three others are also unserviceable. With regard 
to that, I put these four men, accompanied by the indomitable Sawad, who 
knows Sulu and Sandakan, into a safe canoe, and sent them on from 
Sabongan. The provisions they have will last them as far as Malapi, and 
they carry a letter to Datu Haji, the Company s agent there. Datu Haji is 
described as the man who will certainly provide for them further. In fact, 
there cannot be a question about this; all I hear from these people shows 
that we are now almost as much at home as if we were at Elopura itself. 
Public feeling is marked by respect for and confidence in their present 
lords, the Company. Though Pangeran Aami himself was absent from 
Sabongan, I met there several traders and a few natives from other parts of 
the river. I should quote some remarks of theirs which show in what a 
satisfactory way the minds of these people have been influenced, and how 
they are alive to the difference between their increasing prosperity and 
their abject condition in former times. However, for the diary, I have said 
enough. 

Of course, I duly wrote to Mr. Pryer at the same time. The pull to 
Malapi is said to take three days. I am now left with ten men, some of 
whom are a little shaky, but all imbued with a willing mind 

 so they word it themselves. 
Our next thing is to reascend, and then ascend the Kinabatangan as far 

as Quarmote, where we are promised information about a possible track 
to Siboku. Before sunset we covered seven miles from Sabongan, or say 
two miles past Kuala Tukan. There we camped. The stream is almost too 
strong for paddles so weary as ours. The Kinabatangan is, I understand, 
quite a lazy water, except higher up, if there be no freshet on. 

On the general appearance of the Kinabatangan shores, &c., I have 
scarcely to remark. The jungle is less imposing than that up Koun Koun, 
the Linogu and Sugut. But the jungle here will be so much the easier 
cleared off for agricultural purposes. The constant accession of fresh soil 
should guarantee great fertility. Just now the shores of the Kinabatangan 
are flooded, and a considerable area seems to be converted into a lagoon. 
The sediment in this river is of a truly Nilotic proportion. 

For gauging the stream at its present discharge I have no appliances 
left; even the timepiece is done for. By estimate the Kinabatangan has 
here (below where the Lukan forks into it) 30,200 cubic feet every sec-
ond, and the Lukan has about one twelfth of that quantum. Hypsometric 
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figures are also wanting on our route survey, since the casualties in the 
Koun Koun. 

Dry and rocky spots are but few, and on them I cannot discern flood 
marks above the present level. The river is seven to ten fathoms deep; it 
strikes one the more to see in mid stream some grounded log peeping out 
like a hippopotamus. 

15th June.  The scenery has thoroughly changed. The diary is being 
written up on board of the Sandakan steam launch. That came to pass in 
the following manner:  

Continuing this morning up-stream, I could see we had arrived at that 
stage, when on a pioneering journey, the men must be allowed a few day s, 
say a week s, recreation. We should not need that had we the freshet of this 
river with us instead of against. I decided on returning to Sabongan in 
order to give the men a rest. At four in the afternoon we arrived there, and 
were just hunting for a supper (hunting sweet potatoes), when a steam 
launch appeared at the lower end of the reach. What launch is that?  
know  said a Sabongan man, the Governor is sending rice to Quarmote, 

Indeed, then we shall be able to get soon to 
 Yes, master, let us go to Siboku.  The 

launch was soon boarded. I found Datu Kabugatan in charge  the same 
Datu whom I believed to be expecting us at the mouth of the Siboku. The 
poor man was all done up with dysentery. He is an opium-cater, without 
being a De Quincy, I am sorry to say. Hardly could he explain the point of 
his instructions. There was, however, a letter from Mr. Pryer, written on 
the 11th inst,, the day when our Linogu invalids had come to Elopura 
(after having experienced friendly treatment throughout the Labuk). Mr. 
Pryer ordered the launch to intercept us. He calculated very well that we 
should emerge at Kuala Lakan, and would think of striking in again at 
Quarmote. His very kind note runs in the main as follows:  

t think 
of going over to the Sibocu this time. I cannot at present send to meet you 
at its mouth, When you come here we will talk over a trip for some other 
time there  &c., &c.  

I presume there are political considerations that bring our journey 
across the Company s territory to an unexpected end. 

16th June.  By the launch those five men came back again who were sent 
down stream on the 14th inst. I am very glad to see them a little improved; 
others are breaking down. Journeys through tropical forests principally 
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tell on the physique through the continual moisture. I should say in that 
lies an analogy to the influence of Arctic travels, in particular of a sum-
mer season in the ice. You are as good as never dry in a hygienic sense. It 
is all very well to see a remedy in flannels. Flannels are an excellent palli-
ative; my native followers soon took a fancy for them. He who seeks in-
formation about Borneo in Borneo should have among his outfit an un-
deranged liver. If he be in that respect already done for. His only chance 
lies in a similar diet to the one forced on us by circumstances (not, per-
haps, by our employers). Live on vegetables, and have no other condi-
ments but salt with you. You will lose flesh but you never get bilious 

 and, 
allow me to add, water for travellers. It is, perhaps, bold to count myself 
among the travellers; pray let it pass for the water s sake. 

Returning to our present doings. I have to say that we busied ourselves 
last night and the morning in cutting firewood. Then there came to 
Sabongan two prahus, under the Company s flag, from the Kuamut. The 
leading man handed me a letter from Mr. Pryer, dated 20th  It 
would be highly inexpedient for you to proceed on your journey any-
where in a southern dire  We got up steam. That Company s prahu 
being destined for Sandakan, was taken in tow as far as the village Batan-
gan. There we cut firewood and remained over night. 

17th June.  Not, perhaps, as if the Kinabatangan could not be navigated 
at night time, but I, myself, never had an opportunity of seeing the river 
before. The same has ceased to be anything like a wild remote region; at 
Malapi the dollar currency is as good as established. The present flood 
marks out the comparative few localities which are sufficiently raised so 
as not to become inundated. On several of them new hamlets are spring-
ing up, or fresh clearings being made for plantations. The whole has, as 
far as Malapi, a prosperous and cheery look. Further down there are, as 
yet, no houses. In the Delta we met numerous prahus, manned by Sulus 
and by Chinese; each of them was flying the Company s colours. 

Having had to let slip our anchor at Batangan, I did not stop at Malapi 
longer than sufficient to take two policemen on board as passengers. The 
flag at Malapi was up, but all the notabilities were absent on business. 

We left the Kinabatangan through the new creek (Trusun Bharu) and 
the mouth called Mimiang. Elopura we reached towards nine o clock in 
the evening. 
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To present diary belongs a survey of the route, drawn on a scale of two 
miles to the inch, and a general report. 

Copied Elopura, Sandakan Bay, 27th June, 1881. 
 

 F. WITTI 
In the B. N. B. Company s Employ. 
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A prahu -

olda

t
-

 

November 7.  
rad

emel -

vala -le -
-

csu
olaj- 
nagys

la-

ra-

-

-
leu -

 
 

azok
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az -
-

 

utunkat  

November 8.  
mene

Ganda-  

November 9.  -Layerbe, 
 

Layer-Layert. Elhaladtunk az Anderasan-
 

  
-  

A Layer-
-

nem 

kel szere -

sarong4-  

November 10.  Layer-
-

 

Tandul -

har prahu
Tiga t majdnem teljesen 

-

Ezen a helyen sehol sem pr

                                                 
4   lapszoknya
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-
 

A 

 

November 11.  
Karo  

Tame

Cukor
vinni a prahu

 

November 12.  -

-
me Sarawak5-  

nk a 
- -

hasz  

November 13.   Sheriff Shae 

 

 

November 14.  
 

November 15.  
megbe -

                                                 
5  http://www.sarawak. 

gov.my/web/home/index/ 

http://www.sarawak.
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kod -
 

A Sayap-
lett, 

-
 

Tiga -

repet 
 

-

-

-
marosan megfulladtak volna.  

 
 

November 16.  -
-

pasuk-

ame  

Damar6  

November 17.  
ne -

                                                 
6   
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- -

Kinoro
-

-
 

November 18.  
 

vi-

 
-

-
-

fo-

fo

 vi-
ze -

- kelet-

-
bu
oldal
utaznak, mondjuk a Marudu-

oldal

nyil

hegy -
-

-
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meg  
-

tak. 

nek 
t -

 

November 19.  

 

-
-

ked t. 
-

-

amely

-
-

kanon, mivel -
-

mon-
-
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van -
-
-

den gpedig az, hogy ezek az emberek ugyan-

-en. Meg-
mond

 
-

van, ha a harcos gazdag is.  
A merak-

-bajow7 

 

-

B
al ko-
daon is lehet menni prahu

Kina
hegy -

-
bun
Pangeran8 

                                                 
7   
8   
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Sibo l a Murutok (?)9 10 

 

nevez -
monzi. 

 
 

November 20.  

 

sze
most Bundoban laknak, visszavi

-
-
l 

hord
 -

 

-dombos, 
nin

 
-

bur

-
                                                 
9   
10   
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em tud semmit sem 

 

be-

pedig 
-

fegy nek 
az embere kete 

 

November 21.  

Moko - -
 

- nyu-
di-

-

-
ugyan

szem

t
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kampong11  
-
-

mok g ki kell 
egyen
azok ro-

-
-e a mo Les amis de mes amis, &c. 12  

-
 

 
Lasas
par
bajow neve Damer
volt sikeres a kereskedelemben.  

November 22.  -

 

Lasas  

jelen
-

szin -
Koli

kel-

tartoznak.  

                                                 
11   
12   
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gyak -

-
l kris13 

batan-
-

-
-

ban. 
-

em -
ame
Bor

do-

 
-

elnek, amelynek a nyele 
vad

 
-
-

de -

                                                 
13   
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November 23.  
nyugat-
Linkanad.  

A ce -
 

szem
Kinabalu-
dusu

 tavat jelent,14 dusun nyelven azonban nem jelent 
sem -

-
nincs

-
ko -

sada 
zaz a  

-
-

veze - -
- -

ben vannak-

                                                 
14   
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bo
szem

 
-

hogy n
 

-
vez - -

-
nya
hasz -

-
 (andropogon)15 

- -
-

ki
lej

-  

-
 

hatal csola-

 

                                                 
15  Alang vagy alang-  
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A nagy Kinabalu-
16- -

zad

17 
R.G.S.18 -tavat arra a helyre, ahol 

- -ben 
(?)19 -
ka 20-

 

meg  
A v

hogy Tuan21 -
szok voltak. Ebben 

-
mi

ame-
ri -

 

                                                 
16   Alexander Dalrymple (1737- http://adb.anu. 

edu.au/biography/dalrymple-alexander-1949 
17  http://d-

nb.info/gnd/119408953 
18   
19  F. Witti k  
20  -

http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/nieu018oost02_01/nieu018oost02_01_0004.php  
21   

http://adb.anu.
http://d-
http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/nieu018oost02_01/nieu018oost02_01_0004.php
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November 24.  

 

me-
sebb utazni.  

- -

 ponton lehet-
 

A Linogu, amelyet a dusuno

ugyan

- - -

Linogu- -
 

- kel-

Linogu-  -

ma

jellem

akkor sem k

 

 Nanut patak. Tambiyao 2420 
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-

koz -
szereztek.  

 

Pinu -

-Kinabalu 

 

Padas-  

November 25.  
-  

-
s a Linogu egy 

kel

Rasdagnag faluja. A Kiawawi 

ko -
 

ka

-
-

 
, 

ne golni, 
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- den 
 

 
-

kat. Addig titokban tartottam e gyelem-

a bajow-
 

[ ] 

 
 

-
tam el, de megtettem, amit lehetett. A hegyi 

em
 

 
-

em -

pedig a dallamok majdnem himnusz-  

November 26.  lang 
 

Pino
Pino - nyugat.  

-
ismeri meg, aligha lesz elfogult -

 



  166 

-
-

-

me -
vet

nem hoz jele
mu-

azon -
to

22  
csor-

mi-
 

pasuk-

- -
 

ke-

 

 

                                                 
22  pok 

1581 m magas. 
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-

semmi N - -

. Bruneire gondolnak.  

egy darab po

-
ze ve-

 

November 27.  -
wan

 

 
uyu mellett men-

- 

ame -
ol

fal dik. A 
Men batangan-

de-
, hogy nyugat-

 
-

bi  
hegy
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- -
  

majd
en-
an. 

Ma  

-  
meg

 

ka-
-

 

November 28.  
 

 

vizs -
lom felj

-
- ken.  

Em

ugyan

let-
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-
-

ha

-
kon.  

teik-

ben.  

Ki merem jelenteni, hogy  
  

le-
-

to  

- -
kez te-

 
el foglalkoznak.  

 

November 29.  
-90 

 
 

 

-
ret
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bes 
23 fedeles-

el
haj

 

Tambunanba igazi pihen  

gy 

Man -
ter-

 
-
-

tengerszint felett.  

leg

 

pu-
so
hal ,24  

-
tat

su-
-

po -
-

                                                 
23   
24  A. -
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lyag
egy kicsit megriasztotta az embereinket, 

 
ma-

to -
dez  

November 30.  
-

Mongei.  

vez-
het -
ke -

 
-

lyen-

-
-

benn fo-

folya  

-
nyugat-

emel on nem volt olyan pont, ahon-

fon
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- -
 bunan-

l: Tandulu, 
Kitao, Mogong, Tampakinian, Menantian, Bolotikon, Kituntung, Musa-

-
-

le  vannak. A lalang csak foltokban 

Paga
-

kavics  
A Tambunan-

nyugat-

-piramisra.  

lehe -
vet

 

 -
-
-

 

December 1.  

 



  173 

- -

-
tunk meg, mert az 

-

-
fo  -

 

-
mesztenek.  

December 2.  
- -

-  
Tolungan al

-Kalangannak ne-
ve

 

sz
hagy -

-

-nak 
ne csu-
szam s csak 

foly
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homok

-

-nagyobb 

lu, 

- -
keresz

 

hasa -
hegyvonulat. Annak a vonulatnak 

-
 

December 3.  

gal-
-

sza  
Papar nyugat-

mellett haladtunk el ma.  

December 4.   
 le-

magam -
25 mint a priz-

ma

hasz -

                                                 
25   
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 ha valamilyen nyugodt 
 

so-
 hal-

vontat-
-

-
du-

 

-
 seny-

tem

-
ne hogy h

 

December 5.  -

 vel ta-

-

du
min

egy -
mint a halak.  

Az S.S.   
-
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-

 

t 
 

-  
- -

-
- -

falu
 

cs

-e a partot a Nabai vi

hogy a Tambunanokat 

-
 

-
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indu

oda -

a sumpitan-
hoz  

 
 WITTI F. 
   



  178 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

MELYET 
 

-  
 

A MARUDU-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  179 

 
-  

a MARUDU- SANDAKANIG 
  

 
 

  Bongon, Marudu-  
-

- -  

osztottuk fel.  

 
 

-
 

-
-patakon, amely a Tandekbe folyik bele. Kalimo vagy 

 

 
sze-

jszaka egy Ambong mel-
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bajow azonban ezt mondta: Ne foglalkozz vele, ezek a krokodilok nem 
harap

-

embert, csak a krokodilok [ ]. zepette az a 

zuhany Sicut canis ad Nilum, 
bibens et fugens.26  

 -
kelet. Semmilyen falu.  

- -
ke-

 

-
mondta 

-

-

 
 

                                                 
26   
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szol

ma
 

azonban rettenthetetlen fenevad.  

 -

 

mere -
-

- -
 

-
csuk  

- -

-
-

27 
Maru  

-

 
-

vel, aki guttap -

                                                 
27  Guttaperka: (lat. Palaquium) fa, illetve ennek latex-  
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meg  
-

nekem: ha-
 

   6 -

- let.  

-

sem  
telje

-
 

be-

 
falvak 

ter 28 
-

29 -k, 

on legyen mivel foglalkozniuk.  

  -  Mandayo: 5 
-

 

l van. 

                                                 
28   
29   
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-

 lichakot vagy a Guttah susut, az igazi India-

fu
eg -

-
-

-

tiszt

ameri  

 
- re. Az ottani 

azon
meta -

f
 

mara
Sonzo
Beng -

export
amikor a 

artozik.  

  
 

ame
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cso-
lat yo, ya zo illetve za. 

-

-
mi

 

Kain
teg
hely n -

-
lyet a dusunok 

 

nya megfelel Teegabunak (Malla-
 

 -
 

amely -
log legesen 

ma
ma

-

-
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lasz-
 

Paitan  
  -

ag.  
-9-i nap bejegy-

bo-
roz
tisz
amennyit magunkkal tudtunk vinni.  

 -

 
-

gelye volt az uta -
sunknak. Beribi30 -
gyez

Kata -

szakaszon al
kereszt

 

 

 

                                                 
30   
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.  Tinaga -
 

la-
-

lye
Melinzaohoz tartozik, amely Tinagas faluja mellett folyik, a Sugutot 

ogat-
-
-

fog
no

 

molni Mr. Everettnek. 

  
Innen a Mentapok tiszt -

vol-
-

- .31 Ami-

 nevezik. A 
hegy a k
ugyanolyan magas, mint a Kinabalu   

  -
- -

 

                                                 
31  -  nyugat-  
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 -
goz-

-
kot -

nyak
 

n 

-
-

 
ha-

gyatott falu, Tanid. 

folyik a 
eset -e. A dusunok azt mond-

tud -

- mo-
 

-
 

be Tuan Gubernur32 - -
-

je fo-
 

                                                 
32   
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-

 

-250 
 

, de a benne 
 

-
 

  

Kirokot: 4  

-
dao -
le

Moko
 

vala
 

tva. A Kagasin-

 



  189 

vissza
 

 
-

nyodni.  

.  La -
 

-
 -

nyugat-
no

-hegy a Kinabalut tel-
jesen eltakarja, ha Mituo-

kal -

-
ro-

 
Eg

gy-
majd

-
-

j

 
 

-Sugut 
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tengerszint felett fekszik.  

y ko-

em
med (ursus malayanus). 

  
-

 
A Moroli-

hoza-

 
-

kiford

 

(ba an), hogy 
mag

  

  -
. 

-
le  

alatt alig -
den

 

ami  
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-

 
dani-

va -
de
ve

pon
for
falu  

  
2 c

 

-
-

rolja. A Linogu-
33 

 
gutta  
isme

guttah  
A Linogu- -

hegy -
 nyugat- -

 

zet-
k belera-

                                                 
33  -

 



  192 

 

Man

tot-

du  
rossz 

ma -
ber mentes teljesen a babon

pe
meg

-

men -
-

su -
Rendben, akkor abban a faluban majd szer-

addig -

ami
 

Menta
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-
-

 
azon
meg -
zad -
teken. Mi -

 

oda -

 
A Linogu, amit itt Kuananannak 

-
ban sem a -

sulu ke 34 felmenni Inowanteiig, hanem 

35 A 
36 

le -
-

Kina  

-
                                                 
34   
35  Ez nem igaz, mivel a 

vannak. 
36   
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-

-

  

hegy
jelen -

-

rezi -

biz

-
Meg alahogy Kagibanganba (Kinabatanganba?), 
amely

menni
 

.   

- k. A dusu-

 

arjukon vannak 
meg -

-
-

ko -
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suk gy 

-
ke

-

meg

elte mert a sulu 
[ ] 

busz-

k kelet- -
tatva: Ne menjetek arra, lyek-

Kina  

 A mai Morawandei

vol

egye

-

nem mondtak semmit. A Kinabatangant a mirawandeibeli emberek Me-
lian
Kina  

tud
meg

-
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lul, egy olyan dialektust, amelyet mindenki ismer 

tapo pozatlan 
badar -

 

Lingkab

-
dez -

 
-ra van, a Wodan-

-ra. A Wodan   
a Gerinc-

 

.  

sze
dusunok ezt 
Miro

e.  

 akkor az az, hogy 
 

-
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 -

 
ze -

 

  

fur

 

Dumpas -

vi  
-

 -

 
 -

nyugat-  

   

,37 
 

Nin - vagy La

                                                 
37  -  
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.38 Ugyanez 

klorit

Linogut Kuananannak, azaz -
 kisebb a 

-
-Mukab-

-
tet

 
ta-

- nyu-
 

 
-

 

  -  
-

gyer -k nevezik magukat) gondoskodjak, Pun-

a Kuon Kuon patakon mennek, mely belefolyik a Kinabatanganba, de az 

hogy Mirowandei ala
- for-

                                                 
38  - -

batan
 



  199 

 
ka-

dumpa 
er
dum ,39 

azon -
 

- -
leg

k egy kelet- -nyugat-

 

   
Gon

adtunk 
40 

                                                 
39   9.  
40   
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a krisek41 -
mi

-
gyar

 

Labuk  a 

augusz
Datu Bandara42 -
gok43 44 A mara-

lem meg, amit 
mende  

azon -
sze
kijele -

- -
 -

meg  

Tongod 
Tan -Pino-
wantei), mint egy Mentapok-  

dusu ke -

                                                 
41   
42   
43   
44  suonnak 

neveznek. Mr. Pryer hallotta, hogy Angenonnak is nevezik. Hason pen 

 



  201 

 
-

kontra -
zug -k

-
 

-
-

em
han 45 

The days of auld lang 
 

.  
de  -
eresz -

-

dimbes-dombos, a legmagasabb pontja csak 1
170- - zet egy 

tunk, de nem 

aka

 

  szer-

lyu
patak hol folyi

                                                 
45   
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batangan-

el
mosta

-
ttan46 

gaz -
-   

  
-

elment mellett -
fe

-

 
lalatoskodtak.  

rtam, a talaj is olyan, 
mint  

-
lunk. 

-
-

 

   
-

do

                                                 
46   
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gyorsult 

enu egy kicsit 

eneklettek. A legkisebb kenu pedig, 

-

el -
se res-
ke

em
kenu  

so le t -
-
-
-

 

em sza-
 

 
-

 

  kuny-

-



  204 

 
ti

 

 

  
-

 -

kia -
-

ta-
lom st kellett nekik okoznunk, 

 

 -
sain

tuta
 

ka
job -

homo sapiens 
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.47 gel-
 .  

Igen, 
mester , -

[ ] 
Bizto-

 
 

 
keres 48 
Mind -

 

gutta
hogy megke

seket. 

  -
pasz
foly
krokodilokkal! 

-
pa
Kina
embe ko-

-

 
                                                 
47   
48  Orang kaya  
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-

touchaient pas.49 -
-

zott,50 

-
zak  

 
-

dusun -
-

pont  a 
dusu

mere

dusu
-

 

megfigyelni a 
szem - -

tam y nem jellem-

ter  

 

  -
szon
                                                 
49  gletek nem  
50  
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tisz
z batan-

vi-
 

lakat utta-, gumi- - - 

-
 

li-

Ban 51 volt a Kinabatan-

 
-

 

  

san
Sa -
gukka

embe
-

Sa

dolko-
                                                 
51  -

 jutott.  
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oda

 
-

batanganon -

-
dt eve -

 
je-

 Koun, a 
-

te   

tor
a tizenke -
nyoz  

maga - ha 

 

  -
 

embe de-

-

-
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mondta egy sabongani ember -ba, ahol 
Akkor mi is gyorsan el tudunk jutni Quarmote-

Az embereim: 
ha  -

 v
.52 

 
azon -

minden

fo
 

a Sibocuba. Nem -
le -

 
be-

sza  

  -

 

csak ezt teszem. 
                                                 
52  Confessions of an English 

Opium-Eater ( ) 
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-
ke -

-
Egy soto-

-

 

.  

hasz -
ga

 
-

fe
 

A Kinabat -
ko  

 -
a  

ban, Sandakan-  
 

WITTI F. 
-  

 
 
 
 


